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A Quality International Square Dance Experience in the 141rarern United Stares in the "Year 2000" (Y2K) 
CASPER, WYOMING 
AUGUST 9 - 12, 2000 
SQUARE DANCE PROGRAM 	GENERALDANCE PROGRAM 	ROUND DANCE PROGRAM 
• Al/A2 	 • CLOGGING & CONTRA • PHASES 2 THRU 6 
• PLUS • YOUTH PROGRAM 	 • SHOWCASE OF ROUNDS 
• MAINSTREAM 	 • LINE DANCING 	 • SPECIAL TEACHES 
• HANDICAPABLE 
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS 	 VENUE 
• DEMONSTRATIONS ij, 	Til r, a 1:11 . 	• 3 QUALITY RV PARKS 
• SEMINARS 	 • NEARBY HOTELS 
• VENDORS 6 	 • TOURS AVAILABLE 
• BUFFALO CHIP TOSS 	 it'a.c.P' 
g 0 -- 	' .4 ,6 	.04 
FOLLOW THE 
PIONEER TRAILS 
TRAILS END DANCE WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 9AT THE EVENTS CENTER 
FULL PROGRAM THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY 
$35 PER PERSON PRE-REGISTRATION, $40 AT THE DOOR 
FOR PRE-REGISTRATION OR MORE INFORMATION WRITE 
""WEST SQUARE DANCE 
CONVENTION of WYOMING 
PO BOX 1125, MILLS WY 82644-1125 
www.square-dancing.com/usaWEST/WY 
Chairpersons: Mel & Carol Ford -- Asst Chairpersons: Jim & Kathie Kline 
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Bob Wilcox 	Mark Clausing 	Len Dougherty 	Phil Kozlowski 
• (847) 428-6015 (513) 858-63410 (412) 654-3050 (B12) 926-0780 
Mountain Release! 
MR-131 DOWN CAME A BLACIGORD by Mark Cleuelng (NEW) 
MR-130 LN1NG FOR SATURDAY NIGHT by C. Whitaker 	AIR-5019 MR. MAGOOISO GLAD (hoedown) (NEW) 
AIR-129 FRECKLES & POLLIWOG DAYS by Bob Wilcox MR-5018 KX.KOUNTRY/U.R.1 (hoedown) 
MR-128 WHAT THE CAJUN PEOPLE SAY by Mark Clausing 	MR-5017 TUUANA / ITS BECAUSE (hoedown) 
MR-122 COUNTRY CHRISTMAS by Len Dougherty 	MR-5016 HOUATON HASH (flip hoedown) 
MR-121 THE VELVET SQUARE (formerly Black Velvet) by Len Dougherty 
by Buddy Weaver - 	 -, - , - -. _ .,= . . .-... _ _ . . . 0 . _ , -. . . _ . . . -_ _ . . . . . . . . • - 
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....._ Brian Shannon 	Hans Pemersson Big & Little Enis 
%rft 
(317) 889-028, 01 I 46 54 87 33 44 	Wes Dyer 
Sweden 	(5021933-2010 
Kinny Jarvis 
Desert Releases 	 Prairialliti 	 (502) 955-8341 
DR-90 LAST LAUGH by Brian Shannon (NEW) 
DR-89 JIMTOWN ROAD by Harts Pettersson 
DR-88 NORTH TO ALAKSA by W Crawford 
DR-87 ITS LATE by Hans Pettersson 
DR-84 A DEEPER SHADE OF BLUE by Hans Pettersson 
DR-90I1 BELLSA3ANNAAS HOEDOWN (hoedown) 
DR-9010 I GET OFF HERE / PD3RIAANSLINC(XN (hoedown) 
PR-901 FRIENDSHIP RING / SPECIAL EVENTS 
PR-904 JUST HANG LOOSE (round) by Ed Haynack 
PR-1116 GET RHYTHM by AI Horn 
PR-1130 BOOT SCOOTN BOOGIE by Al Hom 
PR-2022 HOEDOWN SERENADE/STEEL FEEL (hoedown) 
PR-2020 GOING TWICE/FIRE SQUARE (hoedown) 
PR-2019 TRAIN RIDESNAP YOUR FINGERS (hoedown) 
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Kelly Bryarly 
Ocean Wave Releases 	 (919) 
Bob Price 	Fred thallio 	Dick Neumann 	Ben Goldberg 
467-8697 (316) 216-0501 (619) 265-7266 (209) 832-4798 
OR-70 	WALKING ON SUNSHINE by Bob Price (NEW) .4.1.!•3:0441/1, 	 New Stan Artist 
OR-69 BORDERTOWN WOMAN by Bob Price 
OR-68 	RUNAROUND SUE by Fred Trujillo 	 01,, 
OR-67 UMBO ROCK by Fred Trujillo 	 ..-."-r•-•. 
OR-66 CARIBBEAN by G. Bible 	 r; 4 	i%a.-g(osbyy) mistk.', 
011-65 	CRYSTAL CHANDELIER by Dick Neumann 
OR-63 YOU'RE MY JAMAICA BY G. Bible 	 by 
OR-43 	SAILING (43rd Harmony) by D Levitt Kelly Bryarly 
OR-3009 PICK THAT COTTON /GRUBBY HANDS (hoedown) 
OR-3008 	FIND GLASS / MOONLIGHT (hoedown) 
PMDO RECORDINGS, Mark/BJ Clausing, 1623 Hunter Road. Fairfield, OH 45014 
(513) 858-6340 	FAX: (513) 858-6339 




San Luls Obispo, CA 
FROM THE. 
EDITORS 
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Travel 
Year's ago, when square dancers 
planned their dancing activities, 
traveling was a big part of those 
plans. For some, it was traveling to a 
nearby town for a special night with a 
visiting caller. Others planned to 
travel to take in the state festival or 
convention. Of course, the big plan 
was to travel to and enjoy the 
national convention. Then we hit a 
travel snag with the first oil embargo 
in the 70's which caused many, many 
dancers to curtail their travel plans. 
Over the next few years we 
rebounded and peaked once again in 
the mid to late 80's. Now, coupled with 
the decline in square dancers, 
traveling to a square dance has 
declined as well. We hear from many 
clubs that they do not get the visitors 
as they used to, most state conven-
tions have been on a steady decline, 
and the national convention must be 
included in this sad statistic. 
So now the question becomes, how 
do we reverse this trend? Can it be 
reversed or are we just too tired of 
traveling? What can we do to make 
square dancers want to travel to your 
club, or state festival or one of the two 
big conventions? What incentive can 
we create or revive to make traveling 
a big part of our plans again? 
We ask you to put on your thinking 
cap and send us your ideas and 
thoughts. We'll put them together and 
print them in an upcoming issue. 
Also, if you have not made plans to 
travel somewhere to square dance, 
maybe it's not too late to consider it. 
%AWCi\l̀ YCN\Z' '‘CSig( % 
PRESENTS 
BM 204 Sister Kate by Mac 
BM 205 Old Fashioned Love In My Heart by Mac 
BM 193 Take N. Out To The Ballgame 
BM 168 I Could Have Loved You For A Lifetime 
BM 167 Hoop De Do 
BY 164 Firefly 
BM 149 Hello, Hello 
BY 147 Let Me Call You Sweetheart 
BM 144 Play U. Some Mountain Music 
BM 121 Music Music Music 
BM 120 Anniversary Song 
PO Box 1448, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 Tel/Fax: (805) 543-2827 
FLIP 	INSTRUMENTALS 
BM 202 Mr. Sandman 
BM 201 Serenade 
BM 200 Walking to Kansas City 
BM 196 Fool For You 
BM 195 You're Nobody 711I Somebody Loves You 
BM 153 Happy Birthday (Square Dencel 
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e Hilton MA-150 - power 
amplifier and mic mixer. 
Easily fits into an attaché 
case with a MiniDisc player 
and microphone for a super 
compact sound system. v
im'. 
Variable speed turntables 
and power amplifiers in 
a single enclosure. 
VIEW OUR WEB PAGES AT: 
WWW.CCNET.CON1r-HILTONAP/ 
Micro-100 Single channel 
amplifier, weighing only 13 
pounds. 
AC-205 Two channel 
amplifier with record 
reset. 
AC-500 Most powerful, 
two channel amplifier with 
record reset.  
HILTON 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
1033-E Shary Circle - Concord, CA 94518 
Phone: 925-682-8390 
HI LT 0 N sound systems 
Variable speed Sony® MiniDisc Player/Recorders & 
Hilton MA-150 Compact Amplifier 
FAX: 925-682-8497 - e-mail: 1-littonAuckdaol.com - Web page: http://www.ccnet.coml-hiltonap/ 




Monthly Note Service 
For The Callers Who Care 
by 
ilati John & Linda Saunders dPali 
Accredited Caller Coaches 
Choreo Basic, Mainstream, Plus. 
Advance 1 & 2 and C-1. Singing Call 
Review, Partner's Page & Contras. 
We're anxious to serve YOU! 
For FREE SAMPLE contact us at: 
101 Cedar Dunes, New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169 
Tele: (904) 428-1496; Fax (904) 409-8805 
E-mail: johnnysa@aol.com  
WEB SITE address- http flmembers.aol.corn/jahnnysa 
Great Cover 
I so enjoyed your cover of the 
January 2000 issue. Father time 
passing on the Square dance 
microphone. If it were only that easy. I 
fear for the future of dancing in our 
area when my husband decides to 
retire from his job so that we can travel 
during his retirement. Where are the 
new callers going to come from? We 
worry about the dancers, shouldn't we 
also worry about the replacement 
callers too? 
Just a thought. 
Bev Sutler 
Can Anyone Help 
Hello, 
I've just found and read on the web 
'As I Remembered It' by Earl Johnston 
- published way back in 1997. Good and 
interesting stuff! 
I really would like to get in touch 
with someone who remembers 
Midwest Caller School 
Auburn, IN 
June 11 - le, 2000 
I6"" Consecutive Year of Caller Training 
For New '32 Experienced Callers 
Staff 
Don Taylor - Dick Duckham 
and Quahfied Guest Instructors 
Full CALLERLAB Curriculum 
Don Taylor; 219-925-6039 
201McIntyre Dr., Auburn, IN 467063114 
Dick Duckham; 616-781-5914 
Stan &nisch School Co-founder 
Lawrence Loy - and perhaps even 
Carson Robison and Floyd Woodhall. 
Why? Well I'm working on an article on 
the Square Dance craze which hap-
pened in England in the late 1940s and 
1950s, and these people all had records 
issued in England and had a great 
effect over here. For example, the type 
of square dance calling, the music etc. I 
want to know more about their 
activities in the U.S. 
Hope you can help. With regards, 
Sean Goddard 
S.P.Goddard@susse.r.ac.uk 
Editor's note: The article Sean refers 
to originally appear in the North-
east Square Dancer Magazine, our 
other publication and can be read on 
our site at www.dosido.com. If you 
can assist Sean, send him a message. 
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"Music Made For Dancing" 
New Releases on Eagle 
EAG-3302 - Light In The Window by Jerry Sleeman 
EAG-3410 - Happy Together by SusanElaine Packer 
EAG-3409 - Crazy Over You by SusanElaine Packer 
EAG-3502 - I Love You Because by Steve Brown 
New Releases on Golden Eagle 
GE-0033 - Ebony Eyes by Ellen Brunner 
GE-0035 - Gospel Medley by Dick Duckham 
GE-0036 - Somewhere My Love by Dick Duckham 
GE-0037 - Same Old Song And Dance by Ken Bower 
GE-0038 - Believe by Ken Bower 
Eagle Productions (Eagle & Golden Eagle) 
Scott A. English, Studio Engineer - Deborah Peel, Production Manager 
301 Fieldcrest Drive. Angola, IN 46703-1217 
Phone: (219) 665-5095; e-mail: eagleproduction@juno.com 
Dear Editors: 
This letter is in response to two 
items in the November issue of ASD, 
CALLERLAB Viewpoints and a From 
The Mail Room letter by Al Stevens. 
ACA has not submitted any articles to 
ASD for two years in hopes that some of 
the controversy would go away. We 
were very pleased when we received a 
call from the editor of ASD requesting 
that ACA submit an article to be 
published. After we sent an article we 
received another call from the editor of 
ASD asking to change some of the 
article which might cause controversy. 
ACA agreed with the editor's request. 
It is my understanding that Mike 
Seastrom was given the task by the 
board of CALLERLAB to respond to 
the ACA article. We would like to 
commend Mike for the honest and 
ethical way be responded to the article. 
This is the kind of response that will 
bring about better cooperation be-
tween CALLERLAB & ACA and this is 
what both Mike and I would like to see. 
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However, regarding Al Stevens' 
disagreement in the November issue, 
there was nothing in the article that 
Bob Fisk sent in that was not the truth. 
If the truth is slanderous, mud-slinging 
or offends you, Al, may I suggest that 
you read page 52 of the February 1999 
ASD and see, after reading this, if you 
can still sign your name as a proud 
member. And, in our next newsletter 
we will be happy to pass along to our 1-
800 members that you have no 
objection to ACA. 
It is sad that the same editorial 
constraints that were required of ACA 
were not imposed on Al. He was 
allowed to say anything he wanted and 
it was not taken to be negative, 
slanderous or mud-slinging. 
Thanks, 
Mac Letson 
Send your letters to: 
ASD Mail Room, PO BOX 777, 
N. Scituate, RI 02857 
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£8D NEWS 
Belles and Beaux 
30th Anniversary 
While this past year had gone by 
with not to much to be delighted 
about in the first part of the year, all 
that changed along about the ending 
of summer. 
The Belles and Beaux Square Dance 
Club had their 30th Anniversary on 
September 25. We had a wonderful time 
and saw some old friends that we had not 
seen in a long time. Lots of wonderful 
food was prepared by the club. 
Now the time has come to advertise 
for a new class. Well one of our past 
members of long ago did some talking 
with two of their children and the action 
got started. Now, we graduated two new 
squares on January 11. With these new 
dancers, our club is in a very good 
position to get more newcomers. We 
have our fingers crossed. It's about the 
same thing happening to the clogging 
club that Vivian and I have. The 
Thunderbird Cloggers are growing also. 
We had a wonderful Christmas 
Dance and our hall was decorated so  
pretty. We are now dancing every 
Tuesday night at the First Presbyte-
rian Church Centennial Building audi-
torium. The building faces Magnolia 
Street across the street from the post 
office parking lot. 
We take this opportunity to wish all 
a wonderful and prosperous New Year. 
Vivian and I are also excited that we 
have a grandson. Since our son's birth 
51 years ago, there has not been a boy, 
so you can see why we are excited. We 
just thank God for this precious gift. 
Take care and have a wonderful day. 
Bob & Vivian Bennett 
Carolinians 
Christmas Dinner 
The Carolinians of Greensboro, NC 
installed new officers for the year 2000 
at the club's Christmas covered-dish 
dinner December 20. The new officers 
are: Bill & Ruth Frye, president; 
Howard & Nellie Cox, vice-president; 
Harold Lanier & Dora Miller, secretary; 
and Bill & Janie Phillips, treasurer. Bill 
& Ruth were elected to a third 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
1-1 r-1 
1-11_1 I—I I-1 1-1 
L_J L_I 	L_I 
OF GAY SQUARE DANCE CLUBS 
No dress code 
1-Wl No partner required 
lkf Basic thru Challenge 
Fun & friends 
P.O. Box 15428, Crystal City, VA 22215 
1-800-835-6462 
http://www.iagsdc.org 
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HOT QUADRILLE RELEASES 
0-928 REBEL BLUES / HOLD ON - Hoedown 
0-927 LETS GET BACK TO ME & YOU - John 
0-926 SUMMER WIND - Guy 
0-924 GOOD WOMAN BLUES - Sam 
Quadrille Records, Box 7-11, Macks Creek, MO 65786 
(573) 363-5432 	e-mail: audiolft@dam.net 
Sion %wog 
864-801.0961 
consecutive one-year term. 
Approximately 60 members and 
guests, including three former club 
members, attended the dinner, held at 
the club's regular dance hall. Among 
those present were four couples who 
are learning to dance under the tutelage 
of caller Cleo Barker. Ed Richardson is 
the Carolinians' associate caller. 
Club members hosted a student 
dance at Village Green in Greensboro 
January 15, the first student dance this 
year in the Triad region of North 
Carolina. The Carolinians led all Triad 
clubs in raising funds to support Tar 
Heel hospices in 1999 and members 
expect to raise even more funds for 
hospices this year. The club is one of 
five square dance clubs in Greensboro. 
Al Stewart 
Greensboro, NC 
Easter In The 
Magic Kingdom 
The Disney Easter Bunny is the only 
bunny in the world to host an Easter 
parade. The "Square Dancers of 
Central Florida" were invited to 
participate two consecutive weekends 
before Easter of last year. The ladies  
wore their frilliest, fluffiest square 
dance dresses, while their men were 
handsome in their matching colors. We 
had twenty couples participate on each 
of the four days. 
What a beautiful sight as they 
danced along the mile-long parade 
route. Before each parade, the dancers 
memorized a set of movements taught 
by Caller/Choreographer SusanElaine 
Packer. BettyLee Talmadge, mother of 
SusanElaine and coordinator for the 
group, led the dancers along the 
parade route and signaled when they 
were to do their dance routine. The 
routine got many oohs' and ahs' from 
the crowd. BettyLee kept herself busy 
sprinkling "pixie dust" on the guests 
along the entire parade route. 
SusanElaine and sister Kathy Amann 
videotaped, and took pictures of each of 
the four days of parades. Although not 
seen on TV, more than 200,000 guests 
saw the dancers, all taking pictures and 
videos of us to take back home. 
Later each couple received pictures 
of themselves, plus a video of the 
Easter Parade. SusanElaine inserted 
each group of dancers into the film as if 
they were all in the same parade. Then 
she added the Easter Parade as seen 
American SquareDance. March 2000 	 I 
on TV so everyone eventually got to see 
the parade they were in - and the 





Bill Baumgart, the caller for 8 Is 
Enough of West Seneca, NY, with the 
help from his talented wife, Liz, 
planned a swell Christmas party for 
their club. I use the word "talented" 
because occasionally Liz will steal the 
mike and join Bill in calling. 
After a tasty dinner, Bill teamed up 
with another Bill, Bill Ryan, who is 
another popular caller for the Falls 
Squares and Lockport Curly Q's. 
Norm Koharski added to the fun as he 
cued the rounds. 
Ric!wed Hoesel 
Buffalo, NY 
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"Free Catalog" 




Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light weight, petticoat. All bot-
toms are hemmed for comfort and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline. 
Extremely full #6000 - Sixty yards - 3 layers - 20 yds. each 	$36.00 
Extremely full #5000 - Fifty yards - 3 layers - 20 yds. each  $33.00 
Extremely full #4000 - Forty yards - 3 layers - 20 yds. each 	 $30.00 
LENGTHS: 
	
19, 20, 21 and 23 inches. 
COLORS: Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Ivory, Peach, Pink, 
Hot Pink, Yellow, Lavender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy, Dusty Rose. 
SIZES: 
	
Small, Medium and Large 
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DON'S CALLERS SCHOOL 2000 
Where: Charay Inn, Greeneville, TN 
Sunday July 23 - Thursday July 27 




FEATURING CREATIVE PROGRAMMING 
AND SKILL TRAINING 
Contact Don Williamson, Accredited Caller Coach 
52 Crest Drive, Greeneville, TN 37745 
Phone 423-638-7784 
Missing Friendship Bear 
Yes, the Mississippi Squares of 
Carleton Place, Ontario CANADA 
"Friendship Bear" started his exten-
sive journey at the clubs 5'" Annual 
Halfway Dance in January 1994. 
Although the club has received 
several postcards and letters, we 
have not heard of the bear's where-
abouts since September 1997. 
At that time, we received a letter 
from Jerry Duplantier, club caller, 
Ozone Squares and Fascin-9-ers 
Teen Club, 162 Belle Terre Blvd., 
Covington, LA 70433, advising us that 
their clubs were fortunate enough to 
receive our traveling bear and would 
be passing him on as soon as 
possible. An extensive alphabetical 
list of the 39 clubs the bear had 
visited based on the badges attached 
to the bear was attached. We have not 
had any news of the bears where-
abouts since then. 
On Saturday, January 8, 2000, 
the Mississippi Squares kicked off 
the new millennium with its suc-
cessful 111" Halfway Dance. Unfor-
tunately, Friendship Bear did not 
return to enjoy the evening with the 
470 dancers. 
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If the Mississippi Squares'  
Friendship Bear is with your club 
(or you know of its whereabouts) 
and should a Canadian dancer from 
Ontario (particularly the Ottawa / 
Carleton Place area) visit your club 
this winter, perhaps arrangements 
could be made for the bear's return 
to the club. 
If you have any information, you 
can contact us, Brian & Audrey 
Kealey, at 613-257-7464 or by email 
at: brian.kealey@sympatico.ca. 
To return the bear by mail, please 
note our new address which is 
different than that with Friendship 
Bear. If you have Friendship Bear, 
please return him to Mississippi 
Squares c/o Brian & Audrey Kealey 
18 Patterson Crescent, Carleton 
Place Ontario K7C 4112, CANADA 
We hope to hear from Friendship 
Bear soon and see it back in Carleton 
Place for the millennium year. 
HAPPY DANCING! 
Brian & Audrey Kealey 
Send items of interest to ASD 
NEWS. Remember to include your 
name, address, phone number. 
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ATTITUDE CHANGES 
As a long time dancer, I appreciate 
the many good attributes inherent in 
our activity. Nevertheless, I try to be a 
realist. A realist looks for ways to 
improve a situation. Most of us 
recognize that our numbers are de-
creasing. Yet every suggestion for 
improvement in our favorite pastime is 
looked upon by some as the demonstra-
tion of a negative attitude. We are 
constantly admonished for criticizing. 
We are told we should all pull together 
and paint a constructive picture. 
Pogo was right. He said, "We have 
met the enemy and he is us." We defend 
to death every aspect of square dancing 
and simply hope others will try it, or that 
they will learn to like it. We have ample 
evidence that is not about to happen. In 
both written and spoken word we list 
external factors and blame them for the 
reduced number of dancers. 
The following are facts of life. 
1. More two income families, with 
less free time 
2. Fewer western films which show 
western dancing 
3. The TV, VCR and computers 
which make it easier to become a 
couch potato 
4. People's reluctance to make any 
commitment whatsoever 
Each of these has an effect on our 
pastime. Where is our activity's effort 
to adapt to the changing environment? 
I remember when McDonald's was a 
walk up situation. People walked by 
the "Golden Arches" and ordered 
hamburgers through an open window. 
Society changed. So did McDonald's. 
Franchise owners, like callers and 
By Bill Walsh 
dancers, resisted change. Adding sit 
down capacity meant building with 
bricks and mortar. Broadening the 
menus meant carrying more inventory 
and buying bigger freezers. The owner 
operators were very unhappy. They 
squawked like banshees all the way to 
the bank. Society changed and 
McDonald's changed, but square danc-
ing did not. 
Some may dispute the fact that we 
are in the business of providing 
entertainment, but that is the case. Our 
business faces very serious competi-
tion. It ranges from the high school 
basketball game, to surfing the internet. 
If we are to succeed, we must meet that 
competition head on, and not sit back 
with the, "If they would try it they 
would like it" attitude. We must do 
something to make them want to try it. 
That something means change, and 
change effects all of us. The most 
important change we can make is a 
change in attitude. Many of us 
continually look for the virtues in 
dancing. Examples: Recent articles in 
this magazine describe successful 
weekends and special events. They 
conclude all is well and urge callers to 
add the variety found at these events. I 
certainly agree with the request for 
interesting choreography but I do not 
conclude all is well. Clubs are the 
foundation of the activity. For each of 
these events with 25 squares, it is a 
safe bet that 200 dancers did not 
support local clubs that weekend. 
Think about the external factor of 
limited time. We address it by 
competing with ourselves. I do not 
14 
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Daryl Clendenin 	Bill Helms 	Jerry Junck 	Lanny Wealtlend 
602-983-3013 503-665-1967 602-641-8683 402-894-0791 
"Brand New on Chinook" 
CK-135 I Am No Drifter (Jerry) 
CK-136 Forbidden Dance (Bill) 
CK-137 Cinderella Girl (Daryl) 
CK-138 The Longest Time (Daryl & Bill) 
CK-518 Flip Hoedowns, Dubber & Patches 
CK-1107 Maidens' Prayer, 2 Step (Ron Noble) 
Anniversary Waltz (Gene Krueger) 
"Brand New on Hoedowner" 
HD-133 If That's The Way You Want It (Lanny) 
Distributed by 
A&F Music Distributors Las Vegas, NV 1400-851-6203 
ell111111111% 
propose we do away with specials. I do 
propose we recognize that they indi-
cate lack of support for our foundation 
rather than a healthy condition. 
Remember what Pogo said. 
With few newcomers joining our 
ranks, Advanced dancing is probably 
the fastest growing segment of the 
activity. We hear that the increased 
numbers of Advanced dancers proves 
the popularity of complexity in choreog-
raphy. I feel the reason many people 
move to Advanced is to escape the 
breakdowns that too often occur at Plus 
American SquareDance, March 20(N) 
level dances. Is it possible that Plus 
dancing could be made easier and more 
enjoyable by reducing the number of 
calls people must master? My favorite 
example is Acey Deucey. It is so easy to 
call directionally, it seems silly to give it 
a name and ask the newcomer to learn 
it, then ask the weak dancer to 
remember it. Would eliminating such 
calls decrease the pleasure in dancing 
at the Plus level? I think not. We could 
still dance, "Centers trade and ends 
circulate." There are at least a dozen 
calls that could be deleted with little or 
15 
LET'S SQUAIRE DANCE ***twilit!** 
With Caller: Fred Townsend 
On cassette or compact disc, you are sure to enjoy this one. 
Stoneboat Jig - Smash The Window - Billy In The Low Ground - Andy's Jig - Grilfen's Hornpipe 
and Many More! We also carry Fiddle, Gospel, Traditional Country, and Bluegrass Music. 
We Mail Next Day And Prices Include Shipping. Free Catalog with order. Not A Club' 
Satisfaction Guaranteed" Send Name & Address with preferred payment to: 
Tape $10.00 or C.D. $15.00 - Check I M.O. /Visa 	  Exp. 
Big Valley Music, Slot 158 - 71 Old Kingston Road, Ajax, ONTARIO L1T 3A6 CANADA 
email: bigvalleymusic 0 yahoo.com  
no effect on our pleasure. If some small 
decrease in pleasure did occur, it 
would be a reasonable price to pay for 
potential increased numbers. If fewer 
calls did no more than reduce the 
number of dropouts, it would be a great 
benefit. Every dropout becomes a 
negative salesperson. Each tells oth-
ers, "I tried it and I didn't like it." 
Attitude change would help us 
accept the fact, the lists we dance are 
our product. The clothing, the friendli-
ness, the music and so forth are the 
packaging. Packaging is very impor-
tant, it too should be kept up to date, 
but good packaging will not sell a poor 
product. And, the crowds that stay 
away are saying they consider ours to 
be a poor product. 
"We have met the enemy, and he is 
us." Examine our programs. We dance 
Mainstream, Plus, Advanced 1, Ad-
vance 2, Challenge 1 through ?, and 
rounds with Phase I, II, III, IV, V and VI. 
Each program competes with the 
others. Each recruits from the lower 
programs. Yes Pogo, we divide and 
conquer. Do you know anyone who can 
not, or will not, dance two nights in 
succession, or anyone who will not 
dance more than once a week? If so, 
you know someone who must choose 
between programs. Again I am not so 
stupid as to suggest we do away with 
I6 
Advanced and Challenge or Rounds. I 
do feel we should be intelligent enough 
to recognize the situation for what it is. 
If we do that, we might find some 
compromises such as fewer calls that 
could combine Mainstream and Plus 
into one program benefitting both. 
With the brain power existing in the 
activity, I'm sure more solutions could 
be found. But answers come only when 
we are smart enough to ask questions. 
Another attitude change that could 
help. I shudder when I hear leaders 
make the statement, "Support the 
program below yours." To many 
dancers, that means attend an occa-
sional Mainstream or Plus dance." 
Recruiting new dancers into the next 
program before they are comfortable 
with what they have already learned 
should stop. This practice also de-
creases the number of dancers avail-
able to angel. I feel any dancer who fails 
to help recruit new people does not 
have the best intentions of square 
dancing in mind. Each of us should feel 
obligated to angel at least one night a 
year. Each of us should seek out and 
dance one or two tips with weaker 
dancers at every dance we attend. We 
do say "Friendship set to music" don't 
we? I have participated in discussions 
on the net which are interesting and 
helpful. It is always good to consider 
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.1A*44 	Alaska Cruise 
lit  ,with Steve Kopman and Ray Brendzy 
July 23 - 30, 2000 
Seven (7) Days aboard the Beautiful New Vision of the Seas, 
Square Dancing Daily, Large Staterooms, Panaromic views of the 
Alaskan Landscapes, All Meals (plus 24 hour complimentary room 
service), Nightly Entertainment, Private Welcome Cocktail Reception, 
Indoor/Outdoor Pool in a Solarium with Sliding Glass Roof, 
ShipShape Fitness Center, Casino Royale, and Much, Much, More!!!! 
Vancouver, Cruise the Inside Passage, Hubbard Glacier, 
Skagway, Juneau, Haines, Ketchikan, and Cruise the Misty Fjords 
Inside Staterooms $1599 Outside Staterooms $1899 
Come early and go to the Canadian National Convention in Vancouver! 
Discount Airfares Available From Most Cities: 
A deposit of $300 per person reserves your stateroom. 
Make checks payable to Steve Kopman. 
For snore information or reservations, contact: 
Debbie or Steve Kopman; 
1021 Bridgestone Place, Knoxveiile, TN 37919 (423) 691-1580 
Email: s.kopman@juno.com 
*Prices are based on Double Occupancy and quoted in U.S. funds, and Include Cruise, 
Port Charges and Goverment Taxes. ($699 p/p for .3'/4" person) 
different points of view. However, if we 
are to reverse the downtrend in square 
dancing, we need more than discus-
sion. Attitude change is one action 
each of us can consider. Another 
action, if you agree that fewer calls 
would help, is to express that opinion 
where it counts. Either write or e-mail 
CALLERLAB with the message that 
you feel a reduction in the number of 
calls below Advanced would be benefi-
cial. Address your note to Mr. Jerry 
Reed, CALLERLAB, 829 - 3"' Ave #215, 
Rochester MN 55904, or to 
CALLERLAB@aol.com. 
While changing the list can help, it 
will not solve all of our problems 
overnight. There are other aspects that 
American SquareDance, March 200(1 
might be changed, but change will 
come only when we change our 
attitudes. Improvement conies only 
after one recognizes the need and 
opportunity for improvement. With 
that in mind, I suggest that each of us 
ask ourselves, "Am I part of the 






Call defmitions. In previous columns 
I have emphasized the importance of 
dancers knowing call definitions and 
being able to verbalize them. One reader 
thought this meant I advocated dancers 
memorizing every word of each 
CALLERLAB defmition, such as the 52 
word definition of Spin the Top. 
No, I do not expect dancers to 
memorize every word of the official 
definition of each call. Rather, I expect 
them to have an abbreviated definition 
that will apply in all cases. For Spin the 
Top this could be: "Outside hand Swing 
half, centers 3/4, others move up." 
Dancers also need to know to step to a 
wave if they are not in one. 
Quick abbreviated definitions that 
apply in all cases is what I mean by 
memorizing definitions. I am not 
advocating short-cut definitions that 
do not apply in all cases; rather, I am 
advocating short-cut definitions that 
do apply in all cases. 
Now for a few commercials. 
New diagram and definition books 
have been released by Ruth Graser, 
who is the author of the books which I 
sell. These new books are copies of 
pages she has published over the years 
in two Advanced and Challenge 
newsletters. Each book contains some 
calls from each of three separate lists, 
and represents what she felt was of 
interest to her readers at the time. 
Some of the pages duplicate the  
content of her books that I sell. The 
books are: 
Trailblazer, 32 pages showing se-
lected calls from the Advanced, C-1 and 
C-2 lists. Cost: $8.50 (includes postage). 
Pacesetter, 59 pages showing se-
lected calls from the G-2, C-3A and C-3B 
lists. Cost: $11.25 (includes postage). 
Order from: Ruth Graser, 24841 
Leto Circle, Mission Viejo, CA 92691 
New speakers. On my recent trip to 
New Zealand, I had the opportunity to 
use a new set of square dance speakers 
that are the best I have ever heard. 
Called Electro Stack, this 27 1/2 pound 
folded speaker column provides tre-
mendous volume with unbelievable 
clarity. The speakers are made by Matt 
Hennessy, an American engineer living 
in New Zealand, who has worked all 
over the world and has installed sound 
systems in cathedrals, the Smithsonian 
and the Pentagon. In my opinion, the 
quality of sound from these speakers 
exceeds by 10% the best sound I have 
heard from any other speakers. When I 
used the speakers for a 25 square floor, 
they were three feet diagonally behind 
me and I had no feedback. 
Cost is approximately $500 plus 
shipping. For more information and 
descriptive literature contact: Matt 
Hennessy, Box 3141, Onerahi-
Whangarei, New Zealand. Phone: (09) 
436-2244 - work; (09) 436-2210-home. 
Web site: www.electrosound.com. 
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KEEP 'EM SQUARED UP WITH HI-HAT & 
BLUE RIBBON & DJ DANCE RECORDS 
Ward 
Bobby 
	St. Patrick's Day Song - BR 247 - "DANNY BOY" 
BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
HH 5241 - "Satin Sheets" by Deborah 
HH 5240 - "Don't Sweetheart Me" by Tom Miller 
HH 5239 - "Oh, Oh, I'm Fa 	In Love Again" by Ernie 
HH 5238 - "In A Letter To You" by Dan 
HH 672 - "Sammie" flip Hoedown (2 cpl) Basic 49 by Buddy 
ELK 045 - "T*o Pina Colades" Sing-a-long by Dan 
Ga p ey 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
HH 5237 - "Sunshine Go Away" by Tom Miller 
HH 5236 - "Early In The Morning" by Joe 
HH 5235 - "It's Too Late" by Dan & Joe 
HH 671 - "Happy/Ginger" flip Hoedown by the Hi-Hatters 
fic 
You may order the HI-HAT PIONEERS cowboy tapes from the producer.  










Donahue West Murray Parker Gullerfue 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON BLUE RIBBON & DJ  
BR 297 - "It's Time To Get Better- by David Murray 
BR 1025 - "Flight Of The Butterflies" (Round) by Ed & Esther Haynack 
PRODUCER' ERNIE KINNEY ENTERPRISES - 3925 N. TOLLHOUSE RD.. FRESNO CA 93726-7437 
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Stan & Cathie Burdick 
Stan and Cathie have joined the elec-
tronic revolution and can now be 
reached by e-mail at: tfguild@capital.net 
Here are some New Millennium 
Resolutions: Don't apologize over the 
mike; Keep current with your con-
tracts and correspondence; Be more 
professional in relationships with 
other callers; Don't double book or 
book another dance for higher fees; 
Project a good stage presence; Study 
my craft more diligently; Improve my 
interpersonal relationships with those 
involved in the activity; Keep better 
business records; Make every dance 
more special through preparation; 
Dance to other callers regularly. 
The CALLERLAB Convention will be 
held April 17-19 at the Riviera Hotel in 
Las Vegas. For more information, you 
can call CALLERLAB at: (507) 288-5121, 
or for business calls (800) 331-2577. The 
fax number is: (507) 288-5827. 
If you are ever in the situation where 
you have a need to call Hexagon 
Squares (six-couple), you can use some 
of the choreography contributed by 
John Charman in this issue. John also 
has shared some of his choreo using 
Spin Chain and Exchange the Gears. 
Best Wishes to Cathie in her recov-
ery from surgery. With the positive at-
titude and support that she has, I'm 
sure she will be well real soon. 
CHOREO-WISE 
David Cox 
This month's issue talks about 
variations of Square Thru. This can be 
where the Heads Square Thru 3 while 
the Sides Square 4. Or Boys Square 
Thru 3, Girls Square Thru 4. It might 
be interesting to try this to add some 
variety to your program. 
The Mainstream emphasis this 
month includes the call Turn Thru. This 
seems to be a misunderstood figure, but 
it shouldn't be because it has a very 
precise definition. 
Also included in this issue an article 
and choreo at the Plus program, where 
a formation is there that the dancers 
are not used to looking for. An example 
would be to set-up an Hourglass forma-
tion, and have those in the Diamond do 
a call. There are also many Diamonds 
after calling an Acey Deucey 11/2 from 
parallel Waves. The material in the Ad-
vanced program includes the call Split 
Square Thru. Taking this one step fur-
ther, the Feature Concept looks at 
"Split" calls as used in the higher pro-
grams. The key thing to remember is 
that when working 'Split', the call must 
be done in each group of four. 
Both Steve Turner and Brian 
Hotchkies share their record reviews 
of the recently released records. Steve's 
e-mail is: turnertempos@bigpond.com 
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New Releases from Rockin' M Records 
RMR 2000 HE'S BEEN SO GOOD TO ME - Sonya/John 
(Special Guest Appearance by John Gorski) 
RMR 2001 I GO TO PIECES - Sonya 
RMR 2002 THEN WHAT - Skip & Jennifer 
RMR 2003 CAJUN SWOMP - Hoedown/Doug 
RMR 902 BEFORE I MET YOU - KristerHenrik 
RMR 008 CAJUN DEW - Bengt 
RMR 123 GREAT AFTERNOON - Wayne 
New Releases from Stampede Records 
SR 2000 WHAT ARE YOU DOING NEW YEAR'S EVE - Jim 
SR 304 I'LL BE THE ONE - Skip & Jennifer 
SR 602 BLUE LADY - Claes 
New Releases from TJ Records 
TJ 2000 I'LL TELL ME MA - Hoedown; Sonya 
Write or Email us for a  FREE CATALOG. 
Visit us at the 49th Nationals - Booth #117 
9 
Wayne Morvent 
PRODUCED BY: Sonya Savell and Terry Jones PO Box 271937, Oklahoma City, OK 73137-1937 
Http://rockinm.eom it Email: rockinmrecords@netscape.net 
CALLERS NOTES 
Norm Wilcox 
In this month's AddingCreativity To 
Your Choreography' article, Norm con-
tinues with his theme of using Modules 
for a calling method. A Module is a 
short, memorized sequence that gets 
you from one known FASR to another. 
There are several types of modules, and 
this month he looks at the Zero Box Get-
In Module, using A-1 and A-2 calls. 
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Other Modules included this month are 
Across the Street Get-In Modules using 
Basics thru A-2 calls. An Across the 
Street FASR is easily achieved by start-
ing from a Static Square and having the 
Heads Square Thru 2. 
In the Basics and Mainstream pro-
grams, the following calls and se-
quences are featured: See Saw to a Left-
Hand Wave; Double Pass Thru; Box Cir-
culate; and other calls that can be called 
21 
after Scoot Back, besides Boys Run. For 
the Plus Program, Norm has included 
a page of Singing Call figures, and an-
other page of Plus choreography. For 
those calling Advanced. there is infor-
mation on the following calls: Triple 
Star Thru; unusual Diamond forma-
tions, including "funny" Diamonds; Slip. 
Slide, Swing, and Slither; and Zig & 
Zag. Norm's e-mail address is: 
norm.wilcox@sympatico.ca 
WESTERN CONTRA 
Hal & Diane Rice 
"A Quarterly for Contra Club Call-
ers." If you would like more informa-
tion on Contra, and how you can ap-
ply it to your calling, write Hal and 
Diane Rice, 1919 W. Coronet, #227, 
Anaheim, CA 92801. 
The titles of this month's issue are: 
"Calling a Square Dance" and "A Con-
tra at the Same Time; Putting a Pro-
gram Together - Is it art or accident; 
Live Music is a Visual Happening Reel-




John includes a record review and 
things of interest section. There are 
several singing call figures listed that 
are used in the new songs. 
In the DANCING CONTRA section. 
by Don Ward. Don takes a look at a  
couple of Contra's by Don Armstrong. 
Don has created a number of excellent 
dances over the years. The two featured 
in the notes were recorded on Lloyd 
Shaw recordings. Anyone interested in 
receiving more information can contact 
Don at: dward@loop.com 
In the Workshop ideas section this 
month, several calls are combined to 
make a new call. The idea is to do the 
first part of Linear Cycle (Single 
Hinge, Outfacers Fold, and move for-
ward to parallel waves. Then any call 
starting from parallel waves can be 
called. An example might be, "Linear 
Spin Chain Thru", or "Linear Spin 
Chain the Gears." 
The Basic Program call featured is 
Zoom. Don't ignore the possibilities 
that this call can be called from. Clo-
verleaf is the highlighted call at the 
Mainstream Program. This month for 
the Plus Program John explores the call 
Ping Pong Circulate. 
The Advanced and Challenge Supple-
ment includes: Cycle and Wheel; Spin the 
Windmill; and the '0' Concept. John's 
e-mail address is: johnnysa@aol.com 
Do you publish a note service? 
Would like it mentioned here? 
Please send it to: 1720 W. Arrow 
Highway #83, Upland, CA 91786. 
Thanks, Frank. 
CORRECTION 
In the February issue on page 56, ACA Viewpoint, the opening sentence 
should have read "This is in regards to the 7-to-10 year proposal..." As 
printed, it indicated that American Callers Association had a 7 to 10 year 
proposal. 
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* 
* Becky & Dick Waibel 	Larry Cole 	Dale McClary 	Otto Degner * 
* * 
* 
* • NEW RAWHIDE RELEASES 
* RWH-213 PATRIOTIC MEDLEY by Tom 	
" * 
* 
* 	RWH-212 SANTO DOMINGO by Jerry * 
* 	 • COMING SOON 	 * 
* RWH-214 MY HAPPINESS by Larry 	 * 
*Grace Wheatley 
* 	 • NEW KARAOKE SING-A-LONG SONGS 	
Steve Sullivan *, 
W 
* RWH-8I7 HONKY TONK ANGELS by Dale * 
* RWH-818 LIFE'S TURNED HER THAT WAY by Hank 	 * 
* * 
* 	 • NEW HOEDOWNS 	 * 
* RWH-526 HOME RUN & HAIL MARY (2-Sided) 	 * 
*  
* 	 • NEW ROUND DANCES 
* Jerry Reed RWH-808 AM I BLUE by Mike 	 Hank Lutcher * 
* RWH-815 LONESOME 77203 by Mike 	 * 
* RWH-807 IF YOU'RE LOVIN' ME by Mike 	 * 
*  
* 	 • SIZZLING SELLERS 
* 	RWH-2I I LET'S SPEND YOUR MONEY by Grace * 
* ' 	 RWH-210 MANSION ON THE HILL by Hank 	 * 
*L RWH-209 CRUISING DOWN THE RIVER by Tom 	 * 
* Mike Seurer • SAINT PATRICK'S DAY SINGING CALL 	Tom Rudebock,_*  
W RWH-143 BACK TO DONNEGAL by McCormack 	 * on  
* 
ROOD & LINE DANCE EVERY EVENIN6 
fur a 10-Day PANAMA CANAL CRUISE 
Juin our staff on November 12, 2000 
Free copy 
* SQUARE,  
* 
Write for * * 
of our 
Your * * 
New 
* Fur a free brochure telephone toll free 	Catalog * 
* Jim Snyder 	 1-800-247-1899! 	* 
* * 
* Dick Waibel Enterprises, 6168 N. Stockdale Drive, Fresno, CA 93722-3230 * 
* Voice: 559-275-7076 — FAX: 559-275-8119 — E-mail: producer@rawhide-records.cum 	* 
* Visit Our Web Site: hurfirawhide-records.com 	 * 
********************************** 
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Winter in New England has been rather mild this year. I hope everything in 
your part of the country has been going as well for you. Before you know it, spring 
will be upon us and summer around the corner. I think springhas to be my favorite 
season... Long balmy evenings that you can linger on the porch and enjoy the 
"shadows" of day perhaps nibbling on a dish of ice cream. Don't forget to include 
the toppings... jimmies, chopped nuts and of course, "whipped cream." 
SHADOW RUMBA 
Dick & Kay Yellen, Manchester, CT 06040 
RECORD: Roper 223 "The Shadow Of Your Smile" 
FOOTWORK: Opposite Except As Noted RHYTHM: Rumba 
SEQUENCE: Intro-A-B-A-B-Ending 	PHASE: IV 
INTRO 
1-4 	WAIT BFLY,-; CUCARACHA-TWICE;; 
PART A 
1-5 	BASIC;; SPOT TRN (W TCH) TO SHADOW; CRABWALKS;; 
6-8 SHADOW AIDA; SHADOW SWITCH RK; SPOT TURN, (W TCH) BFLY; 
9-12 1/2 BASIC; FAN; HOCKEY STICK;; 
13-16 ALEMANA TO M'S RT;; LARIAT;; 
PART B 
1-4 	BFLY CUCARACHA - TWICE;; SD WALKS;; 
6-8 1/2- BASIC; WHIP; NEW YORKER; WHIP; 
9-12 BREAK BK TO OP; PROG WALK 3; SLIDING DOOR-TWICE;; 
13-16 CIRCLE AWAY & TOG TO BFLY;; SHLDR TO SHLDR-TWICE;; 
ENDING 
1-4 	BREAK BK TO OP; PROG WALK 3; SLIDING DOOR-TWICE;; 
5-8 CIRCLE AWAY & TOG TO BFLY;; SHLDR TO SHLDR-TWICE;; 
9-13 CHASE 1/2 TO SHADOW;; CUCARACHA-TWICE;; RK-PEEK & SMILE; 




New on Silver Sounds 
THE WANDERER 
Singing Call by Ed Kremers 
SSR-210 
New on Sounds 2000 
HOTEL CALIFORNIA 
Singing call by Jack O'Leary 
S2K-2002 
Join Silver Sounds callers for a Luncheon Cruise, food, fun and dancing 
at the Baltimore National Convention, Friday June 23, 2000. 
Silver Sounds Records, PO. Box 912. Brookfield, CT 06804 (203) 778-8943 
Distributed Exclusively by Supreme Audio / Astec Record Distributors. 
WHIPPED CREAM 
Bob & Lynn Van Atta 
RECORD: A & M 8505"Whipped Cream" (Artist: H Alpert & T Brass) 
FOOTWORK: Opposite except as noted 	RHYTHM: Two Step 
SEQUENCE: Intro-A-Int-B-A-Int-B-A (1-14)-End PHASE: II 
INTRO 
1-2 	WAIT SCP LOD;; 
PART A 
1-6 	2 FWD 2 STEPS TO FC;; TRAVELING BOX;;;; 
7-12 2 SD, CL; SLOW SD, DRW, CL; BROKEN BOX;;;; 
13-18 FWD HITCH; SCIS THRU; SLOW OP VINE 8 TO CP;;;; 
INTERLUDE 
1-4 	LEFT TURNING BOX TO BFLY;;;; 
PART B 
1-4 	FC TO FC; BK TO BK; BASKETBALL TURN TO OP;; 
5-8 SCOOT; WALK 2 TO BFLY; 2 SD, CL; SLOW SD, THRU TO BFLY; 
9-12 FC TO FC; BK TO BK TO OP; SLOW RK FWD, REC; RK BK, REC; 
13-16 QK VINE APT 3; VINE TOG TO 1/2 OP; STRUT 4 TO SCP;; 
ENDING 
1-2 	SLOW OPEN VINE 3, PT THRU & FREEZE;; 
If you should need any further help with holidays, cute sayings or cue 
sheets, you can contact Sandi at ASD, PO Box 777, N Scituate, RI 02857 
401-647-9688; fax 401-647-3227; ASDMAG@loacom 
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Can you do the "Floyd"? 
by Marilyn Hill 
Jeff Hill of the County Line Cloggers 
can. First you run from the water. Then 
you go down on your knees and thank 
God your family is safe. Then you 
paddle back in. Grab a hammer and 
start to rebuild. 
Hurricane Floyd's rising flood 
waters poured six feet of water 
into the County Line Club-
house in Franklin, Vir-
ginia September 17, 
1999. Everything was 
completely 	de- 
stroyed. The first 
shock was the beau-
tiful wood floor, 
not slightly swolle 
but jerked and buckled six 
feet high. Mirrors that once covered the 
walls are cracked and shattered all over 
the floor. The sound equipment filled 
California Caller's College 
August 6 - 11 
Clovis, California 
For New & Experienced Callers 
SOME OF THE TOPICS COVERED: 
Mechanics of Choreography 
Smooth Dancing - Body Flow 
Singing Call Techniques 




FRANK LESCRINIER, Instructor 
CALLERLAB Accredited Caller Coach 




with water. Boxes of records CD's and 
tapes lay in heaps covered with a filthy 
slime. The closet full of colorful costumes 
are now sodden rags. 
Was that clump of trash once a 
syllabus? Where are the picture 
albums? Fifteen years of memo-
ries of kids you watched 
grow up with the team are 
now just colorful drop-
lets of water. Even 
grown up men some-
times have to stop and 
cry awhile. 
Where do you start? 
Your apartment above the 
studio suffered only slight 
damage but it is not safe to live there. 
Your family is homeless. Your insurance 
won't cover any flood loss. FEMA offers a 
low interest loan but how do you pay it 
back? Paper work and forms take hours 
to complete. How much money did your 
business take in each month for the last 
three years? Where is the receipt for that 
mike? It begins to look hopeless. 
Then comes the good news. Family 
and friends arrive to help. For days they 
pitch in and haul mountains of debris to 
the street. A wonderful assistant takes 
the team and finds a place to dance. 
The team begins to dance again and 
hold fund-raisers to help out with the 
bills. It is beginning to look better. 
There will be a new County Line 
Clubhouse. Not this month, not next 
month but maybe next year. If you or 
your team would like to make a 
donation, make checks payable to 
County Line Clubhouse and mail to Jeff 
Hill, 12438 Grand Square, Carrollton, 
VA 23314. RP 
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CRE4TWE 
CHOREOGRAPHY 
LEE gc. STEVE TEOPMAN 
This month let's have some fun with Diamond Circulates. These will be facing 
diamond circulates. Not the typical kind called at Plus dances. Enjoy! 




BOYS cast off 3/4 
LEFT swing thru 
circulate 
explode the wave 
All Partner Trade 
SIDES roll 
You're home 
2) SIDES star thru 




BOYS trade the wave 
flip the diamond 
{ LEFTY } scoot back 
left allemande 







right and left grand  
4) SIDES pass thru 
separate around 1 to a line 




CENTERS cast off 3/4 
girls trade, split circulate 
trade the wave, scoot back 
right and left grand 
5) Heads 1P2P 
touch 1/4 
coordinate, 1/2 tag 
centers [hinge] 
diamond circulate 
cut the diamond 
split circulate 
extend, right and left grand 
6) SIDES square thru 2 
single circle to a wave 
BOYS hinge 
diamond circulate 
cut the diamond 
spin the top 
explode the wave 
CENTERS slide thru 
heads trade 
You're home 
Waiting for some people to stop talking 
is like looking for the end of the roll of towels! 
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HEART OF DIXIE 
CALLERS SCHOOL 
Instructor: Wayne Morvent 
June 25 - 30 
Birmingham, Alabama 
New & Experienced Callers 
Phone: (409) 385-5222 
E-mail: WMorvent@aoLcorn 
7) HEADS pass the ocean 
ping pong circulate 
extend, scoot back 
BOYS hinge 
diamond circulate 
GIRLS swing thru 
diamond circulate 
BOYS cast off 3/4 
right and left grand 
8) SIDES star thru & spread 
pass the ocean 
split circulate, GIRLS hinge 
diamond circulate 
GIRLS circulate 
BOYS recycle & roll 
couples circulate 
bend the line 
square thru 4 
trade by, lett allemande 
9) HEADS touch 1/4 
& walk and dodge 
touch 1/4 
centers [hinge] 
GIRLS diamond circulate 
CENTERS wheel and deal 
and sweep 1/4 
pass the ocean 
split circulate TWICE 
right and left grand  
10) SIDES lead right 
pass the ocean 
explode the wave 
trade by 
single circle to a wave 
BOYS hinge 
diamond circulate 
cut the diamond 
right and left grand 
11) Heads 1P2P 
right and left thru 
dixie style to a wave 
BOYS hinge 
diamond circulate 
GIRLS swing thru 
diamond circulate 
cut the diamond 
recycle 
left allemande 
12) SIDES lead right 
touch 1/4 
centers [hinge] 
BOYS diamond circulate 
CENTERS wheel and deal 
ENDS face in 
zoom 
CENTERS swing thru 
extend 
scoot back 
right and left grand 
13) HEADS touch 1/4 
GIRLS pass thru 
CENTERS swing thru 
ENDS trade and roll 
& pass thru 
GIRLS diamond circulate 





right and left grand 
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WIN FREE RECORDS!!!  
   
 
FOR AN ENTIRE YEAR 
WITH ONLY A $10 DONATION TO 
The Foundation for the Preservation and Promotion of Square Dancing 
Grand Prize - Complimentary records for one year from the labels listed below 
2nd Place winner - EV 767 Microphone & cord (with reset) or S300 in cash 
3rd Place winner - One year membership dues in CALLERLAB or $75 in cash 
This drawing is open to everyone. Enter yourself, your club, or your association. 
Enter as many times as you wish ($10 per entry). The lucky winner will be drawn 
from all entries on April 18, 2000 at the CALLERLAB Convention. 
You need not be present to win. 
The Grand Prize Winner will receive a complimentary copy of EVERY RECORD 
RELEASED by the record labels listed below, for one (1) year, beginning June 1, 
2000 through May 31, 2001. The winners will be notified immediately by phone, 
mail or electronic mail. 
 
  
Entries must be received by April 1, 2000. 







4 Bar B 













































    
PLEASE CALL THE HOME OFFICE FOR ENTRY FORM - 1-800-331-2577 
   
                
14) SIDES star thru 
double pass thru 
peel off 
pass the ocean 
CENTERS hinge 
diamond circulate 
BOYS diamond circulate 
CENTERS bend the line 
square thru 4 
trade by 
left allemande  
15) SIDES pass the ocean 
extend, scoot back 
BOYS hinge 
diamond circulate 
GIRLS swing thru 
SIDES diamond circulate 
CENTERS bend the line 
pass the ocean 
split circulate 
circulate 
right and left grand 
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TUE Norm) Nom= 
STEVE KOPP.I.A.N 
It's always interesting to combine 2 calls to add some spice to your choreo. Try 
this with square thru and slide thru. 
HEADS star thru & pass thru 
square thru on the 3rd hand slide thru 
Then: 
1) square thru 4 
trade by, left allemande 
2) touch 1/4 
coordinate 
boys run 
right and left grand 
3) pass the ocean 
circulate 
explode & slide thru 
left allemande 
4) right and left thru 
dixie style to a wave 
acey deucey 
ALL u turn back 
right and left grand 
5) pass the ocean 




circulate, right and left grand 
Kopman's Choreography 
SOMETHING NEW TO OFFER II! Now available: "SOFT' set of Mainstream, Plus. 
Advance and Cl. 
• $50.00 per set 
• Immediate delivery 
• All requests confidential 
• 50 sequences per set 
• Reduce your calling preparation 
• Easy to read 
Send check or money order to 
STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN 
1305 WHITOWER DRIVE 
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919 
Phone: (423) 691-1580 
e-mall: s.kopman@juno.com  
	
_MS 	PLUS A2 CI (NEW "SOFT" SET) 
MS 	PLUS 	A2 	C1(HARD SET) 
YOU'D CRY TOO... 
...if hundreds of people moved and it cost 
you 50e each time to get the new address. 
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This months contra was prompted by a piece of music rather than a dance 
needing music. The music comes for MacGregor Records #2429. "A Day Like 
Today," which when you hear it will immediately be recognized as "Love Letters 
In The Sand." The contra is by Becky Hill, Mystic to Montreal. 
The formation is "Becket" your partner is beside you in this dance rather than 
across the set which becomes a couple facing couple dance. 
Al; LADIES LEAD HEY 4 (16) With the opposite couple ladies start a hey by 
passing right shoulders, men follow passing alternate shoulders. The hey is 
nothing more that a weave the ring broken into a line of 4 people. The hey ends 
when partners face each other back on their own side of set. 
A2; PARTNER BALANCE AND SWING (16) End the swing facing the opposite 
just as the dance started. 
B I: ACROSS SET RIGHT AND LEFT THRU (8) 
SAME COUPLES PASS THRU & CALIF TWIRL (8) 
B2; JOIN HANDS AND CIRCLE LEFT 3/4 - PASS THRU (8) The circle 3/4 will 
put dancers facing as couples toward or away from the caller. The pass thru 
takes you to a new couple along the line. 
NEW COUPLE CIRCLE RIGHT 3/4 (8). This will take you back to long lines 
facing a new couple with which to start the hey with. 
The smooth flowing music by Frank Messina makes an ideal combination with 
the smoothness of this dance and should be in your selection of more intriguing 
contra figures. 
Have fun and enjoy the music and dance where ever you are. -4. 
Larry Cole 
LColeSDCPAOL.com 	Phone (765) 384-7089 
Square Dance Caller 
3302 N. 500 W - Marion, IN 46952 
--- Dances - Weekends - Festivals - --
CALLERLAB - Lawhlde-J3uckskin Records 
"So You Want To Be A Caller" American Square Dance Magazine 
Square Stars Caller Traluitur (I links - Seminars - Schroisl 
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CLUB LEADERSHIP NOTES 
Bernie Coulthurst 
More and more clubs are having 
new dancer dance programs. Many 
clubs are now marketing on a year 
around basis. Some areas, states and 
provinces are doing marketing as best 
they know how. The number one ques-
tion that we get is that "we don't know 
what works and what doesn't. We get 
very little feedback from the club and 
the new dancers." 
My answer to this question is "just 
keep marketing, keep trying different 
ideas and, most of all, don't quit mar-
keting, keeping in mind that market-
ing is made up of PUBLICITY, PUB-
LIC RELATIONS, ADVERTISING AND 
SELLING. Eventually you will see 
positive results." 
The number 2 questions is: "How 
can we improve our marketing efforts? 
Do you have any fresh ideas?" 
My answer is: "We suggest that your 
state or province have an annual edu-
cation seminar that covers the prin-
ciples of marketing and enthusiastic 
positive leadership." In many areas 
these education seminars are called 
Mini-Legacies." Can you imagine the 
impact your efforts will have on square 
dancing in your state or province if you 
had an annual "marketing know-how" 
session for club leaders to attend? If 
you would like to put on a marketing& 
leadership seminar and need some as-
sistance, give us a call. We can help 
and we know others who can help you. 
We are amazed with the number of  
requests for free sample placemats 
that we received over the past couple 
of months. Putting Placemats in fam-
ily restaurants is probably the most 
cost effective advertising effort you 
can do. The key is "keep marketing 
year around." 
Marketing is increasing; the num-
ber of new dancers is increasing; but 
what about dancer retention? I think 
our number one problem in the square 
dance activity is dancer retention. 
Why do we lose new dancers? Every-
body has some ideas. Some say that 
there is too much to learn in too short 
of a time. In other words, the new 
dancers get frustrated and quit. Some 
say it is square dance attire. Many 
clubs have no dress code and some of 
their dancers come to dance in 
"street" clothes. But nobody really 
knows why dancers quit. 
Maybe it is time for LEGACY and/ 
or USDA to design a National data 
base to input important information 
about new dancers and then track 
these dancers for a period of at least 
five years. Reliable information is so 
important to the decision-making pro-
cess. We have to know where we have 
been; we have to know where we are; 
and we have to know where we are 
going. And we can only learn about 
where we are going by getting accu-
rate information from new dancers. 
LEGACY & USDA, are you listening? 
Also it is time for our National caller 
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Roly Poly - Henry Israel 
MacGregor 
Happy Times Are Here Again 
- Bill Peterson 
Be A Football Hero 
- John Saunders 
Double Trouble - Hoedown 
- Brian Hotchkis 
Kalox 
Who's Sorry Who's Crying Now 
- Wayne West 
A & F Music 
7677 Brightwood 







organizations to honor callers who are 
making a difference in the real square 
dance world. How about a special rec-
ognition award for the top 10 callers 
who taught the most new dancers in 
the previous calendar year? How about 
a special recognition award for the top 
10 callers who started new clubs in 
communities that don't have a square 
dance club? Every community with a 
population of 1000 or more people 
should have a square dance club. In 
the past, we pretty much relied on ex-
isting club leadership to recruit new 
dancers. I think it is time for all of us 
to get involved in dancer recruitment. 
I was recently asked if the economy 
has an influence on the number of new 
dancers, i.e., when the economy is 
down, new dancer counts are down. My 
answer was "No" because we have ar-
eas all over the country that are healthy 
American SquareDance, March 2000 
when it comes to the number of new 
dancers. The common denominator of 
these "healthy areas" is year around 
marketing and enthusiastic positive 
leadership. If you have this combina-
tion of effort you will have a successful 
recruitment program. 
If you are still reading this column, 
we suggest you reread and study the 
ideas in this column. And then deter-
mine what you can do to help make our 
square dance activity better. Together 
we can make a big difference! 
Till next time, happy dancing, it is 
a privilege that will not last forever.  
Bernie Coulthurst is the Editor of Club 
Leadership Journal. For a complimentar 
copy of Club Leadership Journal, please 
call 715-824-3245. The mailing address is 





By Law Harrop 
Broccoli Casserole 
1 (9 oz.) package frozen broccoli or 1 
bunch fresh broccoli, steamed slightly 
4 Tbsp. butter 
1/4 Cup chopped onions 
2 Tbsp. flour 
1/2 Cup water or white wine 
1 Cup grated cheddar cheese 
3 eggs, beaten 
salt & pepper to taste 
1/2 Cup bread crumbs 
Melt butter and sauté onions 
lightly. Add flour and water, then 
cheese. Cook until thick. Remove 
from heat, add eggs. Pour mixture 
over slightly thawed broccoli or fresh 
broccoli in a well buttered 1 quart 
casserole. Cover with bread crumbs 
and bake at 350° for 1 hour. 
Sweet Potatoes and Apples 
2 lbs. sweet potatoes, peeled and cut 
into cubes 
1 1/4 Cups orange juice 
1 1/2 Tbsp. cornstarch 
1/2 tsp. cinnamon 
1/4 tsp. nutmeg 
4 tart apples, peeled, cored and 
coarsely chopped 
1/4 Cup chopped pecans or walnuts 
Steam the sweet potato cubes over 
boiling water for 6 minutes, or cook on 
high in the microwave for about the 
same length of time. The potatoes 
should be tender. Set aside. Combine 
the orange juice, cornstarch, cinna-
mon and nutmeg in a small saucepan.  
Cook over medium heat stirring 
constantly, until the mixture begins to 
bubble and thicken. 	Stir in the 
chopped apple. Reduce the heat to a 
simmer and cook 4 minutes. Add the 
nuts and cook a minute more. Stir in 
the sweet potatoes and cook until 
warmed through. Serves 6-8. 
Spinach Squares 
1 (10 oz.) package frozen chopped 
spinach, cooked and drained 
2 eggs 
1 Cup sour cream 
1 Tbsp. grated onion 
1/2 Cup Parmesan cheese 
1 Tbsp. flour 
2 Tbsp. butter 
1 tsp. salt 
dash of ground pepper 
Beat eggs and add to spinach. 
Blend in other ingredients and place in 
a 9" square baking dish. 	Bake 
uncovered at 350° for 25-30 minutes. 
StiPatricKs Day 
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Joe Porntt 
P 	r  
Bill Harrison 
JenyJeF!;,' 
QUALITY SQUARE & ROUND 





ESP - 1045 LONG TALL TEXAN 	 by Elmer 
ESP - 1044 AIN'T LOVE A GOOD THING 	by Elmer 
ESP - 1043 DOWN WHERE THE RIVER BENDS by Elmer & Darryl 
ESP - 1042 KENTUCKY WALTZ Guest Apperance by Mac Letson 
ESP - 421 BOOGIE BEAT (Hoedown) 	by Steve 
Steve RECENT 
ESP - 1041 ALL OF ME 
ESP - 1040 LIVE, LAUGH & LOVE 
Darryl 
McMillian 
MASTER STOCKING DISTRIBUTOR 
OF ESP/JP RECORDS 
SUPREME AUDIO INCASTEC RECORDS 
1-800-445-7398 
*BRAND NEW* 
JP/ESP - 7010 RAINDROPS ARE FALLIN ON MY HEAD 
by Bill 




2213 S. Adams 
Tallahassee, Florida 32301 
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ON THE RECORD 
isQvArtms 
CHRIS PINKHAM 
PO Box 1419, Hillsboro NH 03244 (603) 464-5821 
info@chrispinkham.com  
www.chrispinkham.com  
TITLE - Label 	 ARTIST 
Secret Agent Man - LM-213 	 Nasser Shukayr 
Good music and true to the melody-and totally unexpected by the dancers. I 
used to watch this show as a kid and always liked this Johnnie Rivers tune 
that opened the program. Medium on the energy and a fun opener for anyone's 
dance. A dancers chance to swing their favorite spy. Hds (Sds) Square Thru 
4, Swing Thru, Spin the Top, Recycle Reverse Flutterwheel, Square Thru 
3, Corner Swing & Promenade! 
I'll Tell Me Ma - TJ-2000 	 Sonya Savell / Hoedown 
With the flip side called Plus, this is happy music and although hard to pin 
down on "type", the energy level is reasonable with a certain bounce to keep 
things on the move. 
Believe - GE-0038 	 Ken Bower 
An interesting cover of the electronic pop hit from none other than Cher from 
'98. Takes a little work to make this very contemporary piece work-give it a 
listen-your younger dancers may appreciate the pop slant. Hds (Sds) Prom-
enade 1/2, R&L Thru, Square Thru 4, Do Sa Do, Swing Thru, Boys Trade, 
Corner Swing & Promenade! 
Sunshine Go Away - HB-5287 	 Tom Miller 
Covering a nice old pop/sort of country tune from the late 60's by Jonathan 
Edwards. Medium on energy-maybe a nice "midway" tune during one's dance. A 
little banjo, some fiddle and some steel guitar and you have some nice music. 
Listen for the key change! Uses Standard Spin the Tap figure. 
Ditty-Ditty Go / Hamm! - SSR-209 	 Hoedown 
Ditty Ditty Go uses that traditional barn dance feel with a boomchucka beat, fiddles 
and banjo in the background-good for squares and other types of folk dancing. A 
moderately lively piece. Bamm! is certainly different with a mellower feel and an 
electronic edge. Both are mood setters almost in opposite direction. A strong 
value here-you know by now-a double sided hoedown is always a better value for 
your hard earned money. 
Recordings reviewed are supplied by 
Supreme AudiolHanhurses Tape & Record Service 800-445-7398 
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All replacement parts available. 
Need a Handle? Hinge? Latch? etc. 
Need a new Carton? 
Replacement Speaker? 
Call us today! 
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER: 
Call: (860) 647-7530; FAX: (860) 870-4546 
or write: 
YAK STACK, P.O. Box 361 
Tolland, CT 06084-0361 
What This Country Needs - AR-107 	 Vernon Jones 
Strong honky tonk attitude here, rhythmically active and fresh, Use this one to 
enliven your next dance. GMP makes the music for Alliance Records so you know 
you get good stuff. Walk the unusual figure before springing this one on your 
dancers. Heads Face Grand Square to open, break and close. Then: Sds (Hds) 
Flutlerwheel, lids (Sds) Swing Partner, Sds (lids) Circle 3/4, Per Left, Veer 
Right, Left Swing Thru, Girls Run Left, Tag The Line, Face Right, Couples 
Circulate, Chain Down The Line, All Promenade! 
Sometimes When We Touch - GMP-1102 L Blurne / D Bennet 
Recognizable cover from a familiar pop tune from the 70's (?), Signature sounds 
from GMP with obviously good potential for duets here. Grand Square to open, 
break and close-then varying figures for Heads & Sides. 
Walking On Sunshine - OR-70 	 Bob Price 
Very perky cover of a pop tune that made it on attitude alone. Feels like a depar-
ture for Ocean records. Horns, piano and a strong percussion carry this tune. 
lids (Sds) Square Thru 4, Do Sa Do, Swing ihru, Boys Run, Ferris Wheel, 
Centers Pass Thru, Touch 1/4, Scoot Back, Corner Swing and Promenade! 












TAR-101 DANCING WITH YOU - Reggie Kniphfer 
TAR-102 JUANITA JONES - Reggie Kniphfer 
TAR-103 BOOGIE GRASS BAND - Herb Franklin 
TAR-104 THAT'S WHEN I MISS YOU MOST - Reggie Kniphfer 
TAR-105 THE DANVILLE BANK ROBBERY - Monk Moore 
SOON TO BE RELEASED 
CAROLINA GIRLS - Tom Wallace 
BEFORE THE NEXT TEAR DROP FALLS - Herb Franklin 
TINY BUBBLES - Reggie Kniphfer 
THE MAIL MUST GO THRU - Monk Moore 
Tarheel Recording Company. 1902 Columbia Dr., Fayetteville, NC 28304 
Phone: (910) 867-6891 	E-Mail. REGTAR @aol corn 
4t.fhee/ 
Record Company 
Music You Can Dance To' 
Serenade - BM-201 	 Mac MeCullar 
South of the Border influences here-kind of like a Mariachi band playing square dance 
music, even though for some reason I kept picturing gypsies dancing around a camp-
fire. I guess we are all going to react differently when we here a piece of music. Hds 
(Sds) Square Thru 4, Do Sa Do, Swing Mru Boys Run Right, Mg the Line, Face 
Right, Wheel & Deal, 7bueh 1/4, Scoot bade Corner Swing & Promenade! 
Dealin' With The Devil - H11-5284 	 Tom Miller 
Although your trusty reviewer was not familiar with an original piece, I found the 
music to be active with a variety of instruments sharing the lead with a 
boomchucka percussion. Standard Ferris Wheel Figure. 
Peivref'd, Peace Reeeireed, awe Suoria, 
Squares • Rounds • Country Western • Clogging 
1155 Lexington Rd., PO Box 69 
Nicholasville, Kentucky 40340-0069 
Message or Fax Call Toll Free 24 Hours 
USA (800) 882-3262 
Canada (800) 292-2623 
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THE CALLERLAB CONVENTION 
(Marketing - The New Frontier) 
April 17 - 19, 2000 
The Riviera Hotel 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
TOPICS OF INTENSE INTEREST INCLUDE: 
Marketing Plans 
The Future of Square Dance Programs 
Certification / Accreditation of Teachers 
Non-Dancer Dances & Using the Basic Program 
TRAINING SESSIONS INCLUDE: 
Choreographic Development 
Voice Use, Teaching, Theme Tips 
THIS IS AN IMPORTANT MEETING - AND FT IS FUN 
WE NEED YOU THERE 
CLUBS - HELP YOUR CALLER ATTEND 
CALLER ASSOCIATIONS - SUBSIDIZE YOUR MEMBERS 
For further information contact, leny Reed. Executive Director 
829 3rd Ave. S.E., Suite 285, Rochester, MN 55904. Phone 507-288-5121 
Silver Threads - CRC-123 	 Gary Shoemake 
Ah yes .... the eternal broken heart is just not repairable here. Good Crown 
Records energy-strong on the percussion with banjo, mandolin and maybe a 
dobro thrown in for good measure. H&c (Sds) Promenade 1/2, Pass The Ocean, 
Extend, Swing Thru, Spin the Top, R&L Thru, Flutterwheel, Boys Walk & 
Swing, All Promenade! 
Valentine - GMP-1004 	 Lone Blume 
Here's a nice cover of a very popular C&W/pop tune from the year before. Signa-
ture GMP sound and great sentiment in the lyrics, this review will miss you in 
February, but this will make a fine tune to add to your "holiday" collection. Dedi-
cate this one to your Valentine! Watch the key change! Uses standard 
Flutterwheel figure. 
All Of Me - ESP-1041 	 Elmer Sheffield Jr. 
Although its been produced before for square dancing, you gotta like this familiar 
cover. Quaint in the lyrics department, fun and lively in the music department, 
this one was a keeper this month (so much music, so little time). Check out the 
easy but cute figure. Tea Cup Chain to open, break and close. Them Hds (Sds) 
Square Thru 4, RT Star, LH Star, R&L Thru Veer Left, Ladies Trade, Tag The 
Line, Girls Turn Back, Star Thru, All Wrong Way Promenade home! 
See you all next month! Looking forward to meeting all the record producers 
in Las Vegas in April. lib 
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	• 
COME - JOIN US IN THE FUN!! 
In a setting overlooking Mission Bay In San 
Diego, you will discover one of the most fun-
filled dance vacations to be found anywhere. 
FIFTEENTH ANNUAL 
SAN DIEGO 
CONTRA DANCE WEEKEND 
Friday through Sunday 
July 7, 8, & 9, 2000 
CONTRA LEADERS 
PAUL and MARY MOORE — California 
GRANT and ANN LOGAN — Ontario, Canada 
RON and EILEEN JOHNSON — California 
SEND FOR FREE, ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE 
To: San Diego Contra Dance Weekend 
do Paul and Mary Moore 
P.O. Box 897 
Running Springs, CA 92382 
Telephone: (909) 867-5366 
pmoore@js-net.com  
Includes location map and details 
about housing (on the campus of the 
University of San Diego). delicious all-
you-can-eat meals and the program. 
PRE REGISTRATION IS RECOMMENDED 
Some Contra Dancing experience is required. 
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Nestled in the coastal mountains of 
California half way between Los 
Angeles and San Francisco is the 
community of San Louis Obispo. It is 
home for California Poly University and 
a flourishing group of contra dancers. 
I had been invited to call for this 
group and also help initiate a new 
contra band 	That is always an exciting 
prospect  new band, new group, 
strange hall, all the ingredients for a 
challenging evening. 
The result was a fantastic experi-
ence. My biggest surprise came when 
the hall kept filling and fillingwith more 
and more happy smiling faces. Some in 
their early teens others in their 50's. By 
the end of the first hour 100 dancers 
filled the hall. Most in their 30's - 40's. 
It was a fun filled evening. Nobody 
cared that some of the young girls 
danced as couples, whom I advised to 
choose who was going to dance the 
mans part all night. Old young and in-
between enjoying a "new" old fash-
'oned evening of contra dancing. 
CALLER SCHOOL 
Manchester, NH 




& JIM MAYO 
PO BOX 367 
HAMPSTEAD NH 03841 
603-329-5492 
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Music for the 
evening was pro-
vided by the Bluesky Contra Band, 
made up of five local musicians. This 
was an excellent example of community 
participation for everyone's enjoyment. 
If we are to learn anything from this 
article about my evenings it's this, good 
old fashioned fun dancing never goes 
out of style. It still attracts participants 
of all ages, who keep coming back for 
more because they had fun. 
How about your story here next 
month? Send it to Don Ward 9989 
Maude Ave. Sunland CA 91040 or email 
dward@loop.com 
For Contra Corners related 
articles, contributions by readers 
are encouraged and may be sent to 
Don Ward, 9989 Maude Ave., 
Sunland, CA 91040 or by e-mail at 
dward@loop.com or American 
Square Dante at asdmag@loa.com. 
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P'rLSE POLL 
BEV & BOB CASTEEL 
Dear Friends, 
Looks like March has arrived and that means spring 
and Easter are just around the corner. Get your dancing shoes polished and spring 
into action to enjoy some of the most popular dances of the season. By the way, if 
you're headed to Tennessee this month, join us in Gatlinburg for some great dancing 
and lots of shopping in one the world's best vacation spots. We would love to meet 
you. Look for us in Gatlinburg, Tennessee this month. See March 17 & 18 in the 
What's Ahead section of this issue of American SquareDance. 
Michigan RDTA Round of 
the Month - Dec 1999 
Phase III 
Kiddio (Springer) Jive 
Coll 4219 Brook Benton 
Phase IV+ a 




In The Misty Moonlight (Dunn) 
Phase IV 
Sexy Eyes (Drake) IV+2/Cha 
Coll 6056 Dr Hook 
New Orleans RDTA 
Round of Month 
Classic 
Non Dimenticar (Rumble) III+ 1 
Chicagoland Round Dance 
Leaders' Society 
Teach of The Month 
January 2000 
Phase U 
Whipped cream (Van Atta) TS 
Arista 10001-7- A & M 8505 
Phase III 
Hennessey's Island (Vincent) TS/III 
SP 330 
Phase N 
Sway 4 Me (Rumble) Cha/SP 315 
Phase V 
Salsa Café (Shibata) V+ 1+1/Salsa/R 
SP 339 
lig: Help Me Rhonda (McGee) V+2 
Coll 6035 The Beach Boys 
phase VI 
In The Mood (Goss) Lindy/Unphased 
Roper 167 
Washington State 
Round of Month 
February 2000 
Phase U 
My Heart 99 (Kammerer) WZ 
TNT 145 
Classic/March 
King of The Road (MacDougall/Cohen) 
Hi Hat 892 
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2000 Round-E-Vous Phase IV-VI Round Dance Weekends 
Held in Sturbridge, MA at the Hayloft Barn - Wooden Floor - Air Conditioned 
April 14, 15, 16 - Staff: Brent & Mickey Moore - Tennessee 
Ralph & Joan Collipi - New Hampshire 
August 11, 12, 13 - Staff: Bill & Carol Goss - California 
Ralph & Joan Collipi - New Hampshire 
2000 Phase Ill, IV, V - Chesapeake Round-E-Vous Round Dance Weekend 
Held in Great Mills, Maryland at the Chancellors Run Activity Center 
August 25, 26 - Staff: Dom & Joan Filardo, Maryland 
Ralph & Joan Collipi, New Hampshire 
Look for our web page: www.members.aol.corn/Rvcollipi/indez.htm 
Ralph & Joan Collipi, Round Dance Leaders 
122 Millville St., Salem, NH 03079-2238 - 603-898-4604 - RVCollipi@aol.com 
Missouri Round Dance Asso-
ciation Round of the Month 
January 2000 
Phase II 
Paper Moon (Rumble) TS/SP 323 
Phase III 
Rag Time Two Step 99 (Shane) III/1'S 
Hoc 619 
Phase IV 
Phantom Tango (Scherrer) IV/T/SP 269 
Phase V 
Whispers of The Wind (Stairwalt) V/ 
Bolero/Star 105 
Classics of the Quarter 
Phase III 
Sea of Heartbreak (Wilhoit) III/Cha 
Phase IV 
Rainbow Connection (Childers) WZ 
Star 109 (re-release) 
Phase VI 
Sam's Song (Shawver) WZ 
Capitol 5434 Al Martino 
Popular Dances/Teaches 
DRDC Top Teaches As 
Reported in the Newsletter 
January 2000 
1. Sway 4 Me (Rumble) IV+2 SP 315 
2. Christmas Bride (Rothscheid) VI 
WZ/ Star 107 
3. Arriba IV (Hartung) IV/R/ 
SP Flip "Lili" 
Begin To Color Me (Read) VI 
SP 331 
Salsa Café (Shibata) V+1+1 
Salsa/R/SP 339 
4. In The Mood (Goss) Lindy/ 
Unphased/ Roper 167 
5. Spaghetti Rag (Sniewek) II 
(Classic) Hi Hat 831 
6. Dancez Merengue (Shibata) V 
SP 310 
7. Dansero Cha (Slater) III+1/Cha 
Hoc 602 
Feliz Navidad (Tracy) II/TS 
CH 1001 
Patricia Cha (Worlock) V+1+1 
SP 333 
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Rockin' M Records is proud to present an 
All Gospel Tape featuring your favorite 
callers: Sonya Savell, Owner/Producer; 
John Gorski, Lawton, OK; and Global Music 
recording artist, Mike Bramlett from Dallas, TX. 
Rockin' Gospel tunes include: The Devil's In 
The Phone Booth Dialing 911; 0' Come Along; 
He's Been So Good To Me; An Old Convention 
Song; Can He, Could He, Would He, Did He; 
Raise The Roof; Movin' Up To Gloryland and 
The Rock Shall Not Cry Out. 
Sound clips can be heard on our WEB SITE 
at RockinM.com 
Tapes may be purchased for $10.00 (US) plus postage. Send check or money 
order to: Rockin' M Records: PO Box 271937, Oklahoma City OK 73137. For more 
information visit with Sonya and Terry - email: rockinmrecords@netscape.net  
Yellow Polka Dot Bikini (Scott) III 
MCA 60027 or Coll 90044 
8. Dream Away (Cunningham) 111+2 
FT/SP 321 
I Hadn't Anyone Till You (Slater) 
VI 
Pensando En Ti (Esqueda) IV+2 
FT/SP 208 
Snow Blossom (Rumble) III/SP 259 
This Business Of Love (Fisher) 
V+ 1/Jive/SP 271 
Winter Wonderland (Emory) IV 
FT/Jive/Coll 90259 Andrew Sisters 
9. An Affair To Remember (Slater) V 
FT/SP 317 
Calendar Girl (Rotscheid) IV/Jive 
RCA Gold Neil Sadaka 
Change Partners (Rumble) VI/FT 
Star 121 
Easy To Love (Slater) IV/WZ 
SP 336 
Fenestra (B/M Moore) VI/Argen- 
tine/American Tango/SP 
I Can Help 99 (Buck) 11I+2/Jive 
Flip Jean III  
Kiss Me Goodbye Rumba (Lawson) 
VI Classic 
Last Cheaters Waltz (Scott) IV 
WZ/WB 9024 T.G. Sheppard 
Rainbow Foxtrot (Blackford) 
Classic Telemark 912 
Shortenin' Bread (Raye) 111+1 
TS/AS 13147 The Tractors 
Snoopy (McGee) V+2/C/ Eric 273 
Sunflower (Tonics) V/Jive/ Clas- 
sic Capitol 6264 Glen Campbell 
This Might Be Love (Barton) 
IV+1/FT/SP 293 
Without You (Slater) 111+2/R 
Hoc 612 
You Rumba (Esqueda) VI/R 
SP 337 
Send your round dance 
information to: 
Bev & Bob Casteel, 1540 Hull Lane 




American SquareDance, March 20(X) 
53rd SILVER STATE 
SQUARE AND ROUND 
DANCE FESTIVAL 
MAY 5, 6, 7, 2000 
JERRY 
HAAG 
RENO-SPARKS CONVENTION CENTER -RENO. NEVADA 
CERTIFIED READY 





















SE0401, a CASE.  
PARKER 
ROD A SUSAN 
Further Information. please CALL (775) 873-2557 	FAX (775) 873-2001 	 A NCERSON 
WEBSITE: www.gr•atbasin.n•t/-danc•reno EMAIL: festleslesoftcom. net 
0-••• 	ft4MkooLlo P000lipl Poo 000• 
Pre-Registration Package- AU Events (3 Days) ENDS APRIL 25. noo 	L 370 00 L.: $35 00 
S-d.y Rogkolp•lion FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY , .I the door. 180 00/coupl• $40 00'comoon 
Pre-Registration Package- All Events (2 Days) ENDS APRIL 25. 2000 
2-day A ogoarMion FRIDAY SATURDAY. at Om door, 170 o0,c.upl. 536 04, P...^ 
PER EVENT RIBBONS WILL BE AVAILABLE ONLY AT THE DOOR 
FRIDAY NIGHT ALI DAY SATURDAY SATURDAY NIGHT SUNDAY 
TTOOdowoo• 	 124 00Aposop 	tls 00.como• 
NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	  
CITY.  	 STATE 	 ZIP.__-_._  
PHONE: 
visR/FAKSTERCARD 
CARD NUMBER' 	 EXP. DATE' 
SIGNATURE  
PLEASE CHECK L. M/S L. PLUS L.: A-I Lj 5.2 L RID E.i civi L IAMSOLO L I (WE1TRAVEL BYRN 
411410 RL 
(PA. COLON) /Per Person) 
L $030 00 L 330.00 
NO REFUNDS AFTER APRI. 21, EOM 
16.00 PER PERSON CANCELLATION FEE 
AFTER APRIL 16,2060 
Maks Choc" Paoalal• To 
Sliver ..... Danes Festival 
MAIL TO 
ADVANCED REOISIRATION 
SHER VI C AR R ICE 
PO BOA/413 
RENO. NV 69510 
$775073.2547 
Elnatl shoe11.0110 	riO1 
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SEWING 
*OA 
WITH DONNA IPOCK 
The other night at one of our local 
dances, my husband, the smartest man 
I know, wore a different type of neck 
tie. It really isn't a neck tie or even a 
bolo ... one of the round dance cuers 
called it a "dicky", well whatever you 
want to call it, it is a little more of a 
dress up look than the scarf tie. Well 
anyway, it is a neat 
and different type of 	  
neck attire for your 
partner. I 
originally 
saw this at 
the Nation-
als in FL, 
when we registered 
it seemed that all the 
men had on one of 
these great looking 
ties. I was told the pattern and 
directions were in their "Sew For The 
Magic" sewing book. I have made 
several just as the pattern directions 
stated and 
then I did my 
own thing, 
which means I 
looked for an easier way. Here is what 
I did different.... I used a modified 
pattern and iron on interfacing to give 
the tie just a little more umph. The 
following directions are 
the way this sewer found 
easier, but remember do 
what works for you. The 
"correct" directions for 
the 461" N.S.D.C. Men's 
Tie may be found in their 
"Sew For The Magic" 
sewing book on page 28. 
Cut two of the neck 
tie pattern. Iron on 
fusible interfacing to 
the wrong side of one of the pattern 
pieces. Place right sides together and 
sew together using a 3/8" seam 
allowance (I serge the two together). 
IQ 34. -7 




Discount Women's & Men's Square Dance Apparel 
PO Box 2195 • 665 State Road • Manomet, MA 02345 
to
Phone: 508-224-7077 • Fax: 508-224-2558  • 
Hard to find sizes our specialty! 
Women's small - 3XL & Men's shirts small - 4XL 
Send for our NEW extended size catalog TODAY! 
Everything for your dancing pleasure. 
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Goy Volvaen 	Donlon Coe 
?258 	337.638-3541 6-394-26457 804-223-2114 
C0030tl1nCeqad.COnt 
HOT 4 BAR B RELEASES 
4B-6145 RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD - Tom 
4B-6144 MARY LU - Jimmie (hoedown) 
4B-6143 ONE NIGHT AT A TIME - Dave 
4B-6142 THE TWELFTH OF NEVER - Gary 
Four Bar B Records, Box 7-11 
Macks Creek, MO 65786 
(573) 363-5432 
e-mail: audiolft@dam.net 
International Distributor for Lloyd Shaw Foundation 
Grade seams and clip where indi-
cated. Cut a slit lengthwise on the 
layer not interfaced. Turn the tie right 
side out by pulling fabric through the 
slit. Adjust the tie points. Press the tie 
being careful to fold in the raw edges 
of the slit. Sew slit together. Fold tie in 
half and stitch a dart. Fold tie in half 
so that it forms a round edge that will 
fit snug against the 
neck. Insert elastic 
(cut to fit the neck) 
through the fold. 
You can sew a hook 
and eye on each 
end or stitch ends 
together and slip 
over head. Sew a 
button, use a tie 
tack or pearlized 
snap to hold the 
front to the back. 
I have received 
several letters from 
readers and will pass on their questions 
and comments as the room allows.. 
Mary from GA wanted to know how 
to make petticoats .... well the only  
directions I have are from Joyce 
Skinner who taught a class at a 
Sewing Clinic called "Abracadabra -
You Can Make a Petticoat". I have a 
copy of her directions and after I 
check with her I will see if we can 
reprint the complete directions here. 
We will let you know. I am sure there 
are companies that make patterns for 
petticoats but as 
Mary said, the only 
one I am aware of is 
from Kwik-sew and 
that has been discontinued. 
Fold 
I looked through my sewing 
booklets that I have bought 
at various dances through- 
out the years and guess what I found 
directions for a petticoat. It's found 
in the booklet "Needle Notes for 
Square Dancers" Volume I by Judy 
Ross Smith. You can write to 
Palomino Records, Inc, 1404 Weav- 
ers Run Road, West Point, KY 
40177. Sorry I don't remember the 
cost. Hope this gets you started with 
trying something new. 
Sew Happy! % 
E 
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10 Steps to Selling Square Dancing 
by Larry Letson 
Here's a 10 step method of Sales 
Manager to Salesman training which I 
have applied to square dance recruiting. 
Step #1. Call all the club members 
together for an advertising party 
meeting, potluck, picnic etc. 
Step #2. Prepare the time and 
place of a class and starting date. 
The starting date must be 5 
to 8 weeks ahead. Also, hold flak 
the advertising party in the 
hall where instructions are 
to be taught. 
Step #3. Prepare the ad-
vertising material; hand outs, 
posters, a list of planned 
demos, and most of all, Who 
Do You Know forms. 
Step #4. Dance a tip or Ev  
two waiting for all to 
arrive at the party. We 
then had dinner and ice 
danced one quick tip to 
wake everybody up. 
Step #5. Sit every-
one down and explain 
that I was going to start instructions 
in this very hall, the date they would 
start, that the instructions would be 
1-1/2 hours long and would only have 
two brakes. With the first group 
recruited, we will start at 7:00pm and 
go to 8:30pm then in 15 weeks a new 
group will start and the first group, 
now experienced, would then start at 
8:30pm going to 10:00pm with the new 
dancers starting at 7:00pm. 
Step #6. Then I explained I needed 
everyone's help. I passed out the 
handouts and gave posters to people 
who knew where they could be 
displayed. Next we spent some time  
trying to partially fill out the 147to Do 
You Know Forms. I preceded this with 
telling them "All of my friends were 
already square dancers" then I ex-
plained this was just a cop out. We all 
know people who don't dance. Then I 
gave examples: i.e., the person who cuts 
your hair, sacks your groceries, sells 
you cars, neighbors, etc. This helped 
jog their memories and they wrote 
on the forms, "Dick at the gas 
station," "Jane at the dry 
cleaners," "Sally at res-
taurant," and "SPOT ... 
the boys parents who 
walks Spot." I explained 
that they probably would 
not be able to fill out the 
form completely right 
now with everyone's 
name, address and phone 
number. The club mem-
bers would take the form 
home and continue the 
project by retrieving all 
the info needed and 
making personal contacts with those on 
their list. 
Step #7. We all made plans to meet 
in two weeks to compile all of are Who 
Do You Know Forms. We met at a 
coffee shop in the mall where the first 
demo was to be held. The mall bought all 
of us pie and coffee for doing the demo. 
Step #8. Invitations were mailed 
out to everyone from the WDYN forms 
twice. Letters were also sent to the club 
members to remind them to make 
contact with their people and go by and 
pick them up for the first night. 
Step #9. The first session was held 
and the new dancers were required to 
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CALIFORNIA 
DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats 
• 8331 Pinecrest Drive 
Redwood Valley CA 95470 
(800)468.6423 
http://www squareshop.com  
Free Swatches, Flyers 
SQUARE D FASHIONS 
5821 Auburn Blvd Ste 5 
Sacramento CA 95841-1207 
(916) 344-0346 
ILLINOIS 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
3405 N Harlem Ave 
Chicago. IL 60634 
KANSAS 
B/T SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
635 E 47th St.  
Wichita KS 67216 
1 blk. W of 1-35. Exit 42 
(316) 522-6670, 
Closed Sun 8 Mori 
Mail Orders 8 MC 8 Visa Card 
MASSACHUSETTS 
MEG SIMKINS 
119 Allen St 
Hampden MA 01036 
(413) 566-3349 
Everything for Square Dancers 
Send for our free catalog.  
STAHLY'S STITCHER)/ 
PO Box 2195 
Manomet. MA 02345 
(508) 224-7077 
Hard to find sizes our specialty 
Send for our extended size catalog 
OKLAHOMA 
PROMENADE PARADE 
1709 N Lelia 
Guymon OK 73942 
Orders. (800) 200-9894 
Customer Service Evenings and 
Weekends. (580) 338-2573 
WWW webtex com/promenade 




Holdenville. OK 74848-0151 
Phone/fax. (405) 379-3872 
http //www.squareshop.com  
'Marketing on the Internet' Catalog 
TEXAS 
BARBARA'S DANCE FASHIONS 
204 W Holloway Dr 
Hurst TX 76053 
800-643.6727 - fax (817) 282-2295 
SHOP ON LINE 
www ipbnet.com/Barbaras_Fashions 
e-mail 
BarbaraDanoeFashions@ netscape net 
THE CATCHALL 
2310 Brook Hollow Dr 
Wichita Falls TX 76308-2206 
Square 8 Round Dance Regalia 
Immediate Mail Order Service 
Call (940) 692-88t4 
e-mail: catchall-10w' net 
WASHINGTON 
PETTICOAT JUNCTION 
14523 Highway 99 st 
Lynnwood WA 98037 
Toll Free (800) 344.3262 
Describe it. we'll find it! 
Sparchieu4 for Square. and Hound Danee Clothing? 
Order tredn these shops! 
prepay 15 weeks in advance. It was a 
small start with 2 squares but we had 3 
squares of club members who brought 
their friends and this made a total of 5 
squares dancing. We were cookie! 
Step #10. Before the 15 weeks were 
up, I repeated steps 1 thru 9, but now 
we had 5 squares of people recruiting 
their friends and we were ready to 
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repeat this again in 15 weeks. 
It was very successfully. 
This is the type of information and 
action I would like to see acted upon 
and with thought put behind for a 
compiled list of ideas for callers, clubs, 
and associations. I'm researching for 
the CALLERLAB RPM Committee and 
the life of Dosido. 
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KIRKWOOD LODGE 20 
CALL 
1-800-295-2794 
to make reservations or for 
more information write: 
PO Box 37 




Si - MAY 28 - JUNE 2 
Bob Baier, Darryl Lipscomb, Marshall Flippo 
Rounds - Jim & Cathy Oliver 
S2 - JUNE 4 - JUNE 9 
Bob Baier, Dave Towry, Marshall Flippo 
Rounds - John & Norma Jean Becker 
S3 - JUNE II - JUNE 16 
Mike Sikorsky, Marshall Flippo 
Rounds - Dick & Gail Blaskis 
S5 - JUNE 25 - JUNE 30 
Ken Bower, Gary Shoemake. Marshall Flippo 
Rounds - Charles & Annie Brownrigg 
(PLUS) 
SPRING SQUARE & ROUND DANCING 
S4 - JUNE 18 - JUNE 23 	(ROUND LEVELS 3, 4, 5 & A TOUCH OF 6) 
Charles & Annie Brownrigg & Jerry & Barbara Pierce 
S6 - JULY 2 - JULY 7 	 (C3A) 
Lee Kopman & Vic Cedar 
SPRING WEEKENDS 
WI - APRIL 28 & 29 	 (PLUS) 
Monty Hackler & Shane Greer 
W2 - AUGUST 25 & 26 	 (MAINSTREAM) 
Alan Schultz & Vic Perry 
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00 SEASON SCHEDULE 
GREAT DANCING - RIGHT ON BEAUTIFUL LAKE OF 
THE OZARKS IN OSAGE BEACH, MISSOURI 
GREAT FOOD 
GREAT AFTERPAFtTIES & SKITS 
GREAT SHOPPING AT OUR OWN GIFT 
SHOP OR 112 MILE TO THE 
LARGEST OUTLET MALL IN MISSOURI 
    
  
FALL SQUARE & ROUND DANCING  
 
Fl - AUGUST 13 - AUGUST 18 	 (PLUS) 
Larry Letson, Dee-Dee Dougherty -Lottie, Marshall Flippo 
Rounds - Cliff & Marilyn Hicks 
F2 - AUGUST 20 - AUGUST 25 
	
(PLUS) 
Bob Baler, Jerry Junck, Marshall Flippo 
Rounds - Jerry & Bea Leavelle 
F3 - AUGUST 27 - SEPTEMBER 1 
	
(DBD PLUS) 
Tony Oxendine, Jerry Story, Marshall Hippo 
Rounds - Jerry ,Sc Barbara Pierce 
F4 - SEPTEMBER 3 - SEPTEMBER 8 	 (PLUS) 
Randy Dougherty, Charles Quisenberry. Marshall Flippo 
Rounds - Theron & Christine Hixson 
F5 - SEPTEMBER 10 - SEPTEMBER 15 	 (PLUS) 
Frank Lane, Jerry Haag, Marshall Flippo 
Rounds - Larry & Adrienne Nelson 
F6 - SEPTEMBER 17 - SEPTEMBER 22 	 (PLUS) 
Jerry Haag, Ken Bower, Marshall Hippo 
Rounds - Jack & Darlene Chaffee 
Fl - SEPTEMBER 24 - SEPTEMBER 29 	 (PLUS) 
Ken Bower, Melton Luttrell, Marshall Hippo 
Rounds - Rod & Susan Anderson 
 






This month's column features an 
article by John Saunders taken from 
his note service, John's Notes. 
JOHN'S COMMENTS 
What would you think if you found 
something that was, accepted interna-
tionally, had a universal language, was 
health beneficial and was reasonably 
priced. This item would have no 
competition involved, shouldn't be 
stressful and would let you meet new 
friends more often than most any other 
activity. This something would allow 
you to travel to other countries and 
have a common ground with the people 
of that country. Of course, you know 
I'm talking about Square Dancing. As 
far as I can see, it is the nearest to a 
perfect activity you can find. 
My good friend, Larry Letson has a 
great idea. Square dance callers 
should be sales managers for square 
dancing and turn all square dancers 
into salespeople and ambassadors for 
the activity. (See 10 Steps to Selling 
Square Dancing on page 48.) Square 
dancing should be easy to sell. As with 
anything you need to be enthusiastic 
and believe in what you are selling. You 
should also have knowledge of what 
you are selling. Newer dancers have 
more enthusiasm than dancers who 
have been dancing for awhile but the 
dancers that have been dancing longer 
52 
have more knowledge. Both the new 
and the more experienced dancers 
believe in the activity or they wouldn't 
be there. 
What are some of the benefits of 
Square Dancing that you have to sell? 
Good physical exercise, smoke free 
atmosphere, for the most part an 
alcohol free atmosphere, an activity 
where you can invite your pastor, an 
atmosphere where you can take your 
children and not be afraid they will be 
assaulted by bad language, sex and 
violence, great sociability and the 
ability to make new friends no matter 
what walk of life they come from, and 
an activity that knows no age bound-
aries, no racial or ethnic boundaries 
and in which couples or singles are 
accepted.. These are just a few and I'm 
sure you can think of many more. 
How does Square Dancing benefit 
the new person just coming into the 
activity? It helps them physically, it can 
take their mind off their job or their 
troubles for &few hours and it lets them 
make new friends and helps their 
sociability. 
What are the incentives for selling 
this activity? The main incentive is to 
keep our activity growing and strong 
by bringing new people into the 
activity, and to be proud of the fact that 
you introduced someone to the fun and 
excitement of Square Dancing. 
American SquareDance, March 2000 
Ed Foote's 
VIDEO 
All Position Workshop 





IM ERNA n h tki 
Instructional Dance Tapes 
3649 Whittier Blvd. L.A., CA 90023 
(323) 262-5942 
(FAX) 262-0443 or 262-2714 
E-Mail: randrvideo@aol.com 
VISA - MC - DISCOVER Accepted O 
Is there a downside to the activity? 
Some think that the commitment to 
learn the needed skills is a downside. 
This can be answered that for a few 
weeks you will be learning the basic 
language and the basic moves but it 
will be in a dancing atmosphere and 
will include the fun and excitement of 
the dance activity. 
One downside that I see is that in 
most cases we offer new dancers the 
opportunity to become involved in the 
activity only once a year. I believe that 
we should be able to teach two classes 
a year of whatever length it takes to 
accomplish this. Of course the most 
you could run a new classs would be 26 
weeks. But if you allow for holidays and 
a couple of weeks between classes you 
would probably come down to 20 - 22 
weeks. These classes in some cases 
would be 1-1/2 hours or 2 hours or 
something else. Once we decide on the 
time we can spend teaching classes 
then we try to design a program that 
can let these people graduate in the 
allotted time and be able to dance in the 
existing club or clubs. At the 10th week 
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level, have the new dancers have a 
party night with the new dancers 
bringing their non-dancing friends and 
get them involved in doing some basic 
steps. Again at the 151h week have 
another night for the dancers to bring 
their friends. On graduation night give 
the new party dancers graduation 
announcements to give their non-
dancing friends inviting them to a 
graduation party where they will 
participate in the graduation. 
Starting with the second party 
night, advertise a new group starting 2 
or 3 weeks after the graduation. It is 
work but it will be worth the trouble, 
believe me. 
John 
Don Williamson is a Caller Coach, 
Accredited by CALLERLAB, and 
producer of Red Boot Productions and 
Platinum Records. 
Don invites other Caller Coaches to 
participate. Send your letters to Red 
Boot Productions, Inc., 52 Crest 





Lori Morin of Chepachet, RI submitted our first routine this month. It in-
volves a couple of vine steps and is so simple that she has let it bring out the 
French in her by naming it - - - 
SIMPLY DE VINE 
Formation: Double circle. Couples facing partner. Gents with backs to COH, 
ladies with backs to wall. Opposite footwork throughout. Gent 
starts on left foot, ladies on right. 
Music: Lori likes to use Where Am I Gonna Live — Billy Ray Cyrus, 
Mercury 866 522-7, Fools Such As I, Prairie PR 1042B, or at the 
end of a dance, Good Night Sweetheart — Red Boot RB3067B. 
Routine: 
Counts: 
1-8 Vine down and vine back. Men vine left, lady right and return. 
9-16 Vine Twirl down and Vine Twirl Back 
17-24 Vine away from Partner and Vine Back (Patty Cake). Slap hands with 
partner once. (For Goodnight Sweetheart I have all say "Goodnight" as 
they Patty cake.) 
25-32 Vine away from Partner and Vine Back to a New Partner (Men forward 
and Ladies back). Note: Lori says "repeat over and over and over 	it's 
too easy to be real. 
I have called a dance for many years (a rather frequent request at traditional 
dances), but the old record has become so worn that even I can hardly stand the 
scratchiness of it, so I have used it very sparingly in the past few years. The 
Kentucky Dance Foundation has found a mint copy of same and has reproduced 
CUE SHEET MAGAZINE A GREAT SOURCE FOR CUE SHEETS 
12 Issues Per Year - Subscription Rates 
$25.00 USA via Bulk Mail - $38.00 Canada via First Class 
$42.00 Foreign via Printed Matter Surface Mail 
4015 Marzo St., San Diego, G4 92154 Phone: 619-690-4361 • Fax: 619-690-4016 
E-mail cutecuer@mailcity.com • culecuer@earthlink.nel 
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Square/Round Dance Leaders: 
Want to Lead a Fun-Filled Cruise?? 
for your square/round dance cruise, just imagine: 
• fabulous destinations! 
• fine Dining, including two late-night buffets! 
• Wide range of entertainment full casino! 
• Pampering 'fun Ship"service, and much, much more! 
Bethany Travel Specialties, Inc. 
Owned and operated by Danny Payne, c.aller for over 20 years, who has successfully led many muse groups, 
6636 N.W. 39th St. &pr., Suite 104 
	
OCarnival 
Bethany. OK 73008-2760 
	
The Mon Pow. Cnase Law in &a World'. 
Call Danny at 1-888-487-5848 
	 roe 	••••••••,... 
it on a CD. I figured that some of you folks may have gone either to Times Square 
or watched the celebration on TV in your own hometown this past New Year's 
Eve. The tune I am featuring is Golden Slippers, (which some of you may have 
been wearing) and the name of the old tyme dance is - - - 
UPTOWN AND DOWNTOWN 
Formation: Square 
Music: Golden Slippers — KDF, Folk Dancer 19, #4 
Routine: 
Al First couple go uptown. (Couple #1 goes over to #3 and joins hands with 
them). 
Bring that other couple down. (Lead them into the center of the set). 
Push 'em back and let 'em fall. (Return #3 to place). 
Split right thru the hall. (#1's split #3's). 
A2 Lady go gee and the gent go haw. (#1 separate, Lady goes R, Gent goes L). 
All the way around to Arkansaw. 
Elbow when you meet your own. (#1 Couple hook right elbows when they meet). 
(All) elbow swing at home. (All 4 couples swing partners). 
B1 Swing the corner lady 
Swing her round and round 
Promenade this lady fair 
Promenade her 'round the square 
B2 Point your heel and save your toe 
Chicken in the breadpan scratchin' out dough. 
Places all and hear my call. 
Ready, here we go. 
(Repeat either 2 or 4 times for each couple). 
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I did an Easy Level workshop for NECCA in Massachusetts last September 
and finally had the privilege of meeting Allan Brozek of Oxford, CT He has been 
a superb contributor to not only me, but to the basic square dancers of the 
world for a considerable time. My grandson told me that "He writes good stuff". 
Here is a routine that he shared with me on the web a few months ago which I 
am currently calling to the "timely" record of - - - 
NEW WORLD IN THE MORNING (Brozek) 
Formation: Square 
Music: New World In The Morning. Wagon Wheel WW-209 
Routine: 
Break: 
Al Head couples go forward and back 
Heads swing the opposite 
Take this person and face the nearest side couple. 
A2 Circle four full around 
Inside couples 'rip and snort' to a line of four 
B1 Forward 8 and back 
Swing corner 
B2 Promenade with the one you swung (new partner) 
Note: Repeat for heads, then twice for sides. If you don't care for rip and snort, 
just have the inside couples split the outside and go around one to a line. 
And Tony Parkes one of New England's greatest contra prompters and chore-
ographers and a long time friend of mine continues to create smooth flowing 
dances. Although the winter solstice took place a week before this new century 
has begun, I'd like to share a quick-teach contra which Tony has named the - - - 
SOLSTICE SPECIAL 
Formation: Alternate duple. 1,3,5, etc. active and crossed over. 
Music: Any 32 bar tune. 
Routine: 
Al Do-si-do with the one below 
Swing same one below 
A2 Long lines go forward and back 
Gents do-si-do once and a hall to partner 
B1 Gypsy partner 
Swing partner 
B2 Half promenade 
Circle left 3/4 and pass thru. 
PATRONIZE OUR AVVER1ISERS 
raz MEM YOU SAW 7WEIR 41V IN 7WE 
AMERICAN SQUARE VANCE A4464ZINE. 
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Larry Cole, has been calling for 24 
years. lie calls Basic through C-1 and 
records for Rawhide-Buckskin 
Records. An active member of 
CALLERLAB he is currently the 
Chairman. Larry's smooth easy style 
of caller training is appreciated by the 
many callers attending his schools. 
Larry may be contacted at 
765-384-7089 or E-mail 
LColeSDC@AOLcorn 
"Questions are Welcome" 
So lrov 
WANT To BE 
CALLExt 
It is March. Can the green grass be 
far behind? Spring offers us a time for 
a fresh beginning. A time to renew our 
commitments as callers. 
Once you have become a caller you 
are a leader in the square dance 
activity. The two go hand in hand and 
you lead by example or by intention. If 
you don't believe this just look at the 
callers and clubs around you. If the 
caller wears a vest many of their 
dancers will also wear a vest. I am not 
saying that a vest is a bad thing only 
that dancers will follow our lead in 
both dress and action. 
If the caller keeps to him/herself 
and always dances in the back of the 
hall so will their dancers. Likewise, 
should the caller become involved 
with the state caller and dancer 
associations and work for the better-
ment of square dancing so will many 
members of the club. 
We, as callers, are leaders in one 
way or the other whether we like it or 
not. In this time of a downturn in 
dancer numbers it is imperative that 
we all step up and work for square 
dancing. All callers must begin to 
work together - it is time to try new 
ideas and cooperation may be a huge 
factor. If two of you have a small class 
put the two classes together. Share  
the teaching nights, help each other, 
learn from each other but most of all 
make the class time fun for these new 
dancers. We all helped to dig this hole 
we are in, somewhat, by going our own 
way !!! We must all work together to 
climb out of it. 
That being said I encourage all of 
us to work together and to become 
involved. CALLERLAB has their con-
vention in April in Las Vegas, 
information may be obtained from the 
CALLERLAB office. The National 
Square Dance Convention, Roundalab 
and ACA all have their time later in the 
year (Legacy meets in 2001). "So You 
Want To Be A Caller", I implore you to 
get involved and support these, and 
any other leadership groups. Square 
dancing needs LEADERS. 
Itst $1 to/hE **14-01010itatit 




By Mike Seastrom 
MARKETING - 
A LONG RANGE PLAN 
For years, we have attempted 
various ways to market and advertise 
our activity on a local and regional 
basis. There have been many ideas 
including posters, yard signs, bill-
boards, brochures, radio and television 
commercials, demonstrations and fly-
ers. All of these methods have achieved 
various degrees of success and, in 
some instances, failed miserably. 
Due to limited resources, and 
inconsistent results, many leaders 
involved in this incredibly important 
recruiting aspect of our activity have 
been discouraged by the results of their 
efforts. Many have given up and by 
today's estimates, only 30-400/0 of clubs 
even organize a new dancer program. 
When the CALLERLAB Board of 
Governors received a marketing presen-
tation from Jim Hensely, of Creative 
Marketing Services, at its 1999 conven-
tion in Dallas, it became very apparent 
that we needed to change and update our 
viewpoints on how we carry out our 
marketing efforts in today's society. 
First, the entire activity must work 
together to raise funds to make it 
happen. Second, we must develop a long 
range plan and steer clear of quick fix 
schemes. Additionally, we should utilize 
professionals to carry out the promo-
tional campaigns, only alter proper 
market research data is obtained to 
market our recreational activity as a  
product and/or a service. Professionally 
developed advertising can only be 
successful if properly researched and 
targeted to a receptive audience. 
Our image may need to be modified 
and updated by thoroughly researched 
advertising and educational programs. 
It's difficult to recruit people who 
continue to make the connection with 
our activity to the experiences they 
may have had in grade school. Some 
actually think we still use the same 
music that was used back then. 
The market and image research 
necessary prior to our promotional 
efforts cannot be stressed enough. 
Many of us have heard or have had first 
hand experience with unsuccessful 
advertising ef forts. With all the informa-
tion that comes to us by radio, 
television, newspapers, mail, e-mail and 
on our front door knobs, today's 
consumer looks right past advertise-
ments that aren't specifically targeted 
to him or her. While personal contact 
may always be the most effective way to 
bring new dancers to our classes, 
effective professional marketing, that 
updates our image, and targets the most 
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Missouri Mavericks 
Join Jim Cholmondeley and Dennis Mineau for a fun filled Plus 
weekend in Branson, Missouri. Weekend package includes food, 
lodging, dancing and a Branson show. All for $265 per couple. 
July 14 - 16 
1-800-333-7349 
We accept Visa, Mastercard or Discover 
OZARK Caller's School 
By Jim Cholmondeley & Dennis Mileau. 
For the new and intermediate caller. 
Includes: Lodging, Full Breakfast each morning, 
$495.00 per caller (additional $32 for for partner) 
July 17 - 20 
receptive part of the population, is more 
likely to convince others that being a 
square dancer is a great thing to do. 
The Foundation Fund Raising Com-
mittee, lead by Jerry Story and Doug 
Bennett, is in the process of putting 
together several projects to raise funds 
for the Promotion and Preservation of 
Square Dancing. One idea is to raise each 
registration for all conventions, festivals 
and weekend events by one dollar. The 
extra amount collected would be sent, by 
those running the event, to the Founda-
tion for marketing. This small contribu-
tion from each special event attendee 
would be a terrific investment in our 
activity and would not place a burden on 
individual clubs. 
While on-going research would 
need to be carried out to determine the 
success of our promotional campaigns 
and professional help secured to 
obtain grants and endowments to 
preserve this historical dance and art  
form of ours, another part of the long 
range plan is to position the activity to 
receive sponsorship. 
Very few activities and events today 
are run without sponsors for the 
mutual benefit of both parties. With the 
proper demographic research of our 
existing dancers and potential re-
cruits, we'll be able to more success-
fully get companies to sponsor our 
classes and events on a local, national 
and international basis. Sponsorship 
can have additional benefits such as 
continuing publicity, sharing promo-
tion costs, and making available new 
facilities to hold our dances. 
CALLERLAB is very excited about 
the potential of a long term marketing 
project. With the help and commitment 
from all other international, national 
and local organizations we can all 
enjoy the excitement of an activity 
known as the thing to do, instead of a 
very well kept secret. go 
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TIRE COUNTRY' LINE.. 
3IX & 7/31124 CIIEDLIIONDELET 
Just because Valentine's Day is over don't forget that very special person. What better way than to go out dancing. 
This month we will look at a new dance at the beginnerfmtermecliate level. It 
will give you something to enjoy over the holiday. It is a dance with a new twist 
and is being danced in many of the clubs across the US. 
Cowgirl's Twist 
Choreographer: Bill Bader 
32 Count, 4 Wall, Beginner 
Music: Rock 'N Roll Angle by Kentucky Headhunters 
Rockin' With The Rhythm by The Judds 
What The Cowgirls Do by Vince Gill 




1 Step forward with RIGHT heel 
2 Drop RIGHT toe down 
3 Step forward with LEFT heel 
4 Drop LEFT heel down 
5 Step forward with RIGHT heel 
6 Drop RIGHT toe down 
7 Step forward with LEFT heel 
8 Drop LEFT toe down 
WALK BACK, 2, 8, 
TOGETHER 
9 Step back with RIGHT foot 
10 Step back with LEFT foot 
11 Step back with RIGHT foot 
12 Step together with LEFT foot  
WIGGLE WALK LEFT, CLAP 
13 Swivel BOTH heels to the left side 
14 Swivel BOTH toes to the left side 
15 Swivel BOTH heels to the left side 
16 Hold and Clap hands 
WIGGLE WALK 
RIGHT, CLAP 
17 Swivel BOTH heels to the right side 
18 Swivel BOTH toes to the right side 
19 Swivel BOTH heels to the right side 
20 Hold and Clap hands 
SWIVEL LEVI', CLAP, 
RIGHT, CLAP 
21 Swivel BOTH heels to the left side 
22 Hold and Clap hands 
23 Swivel BOTH heels to the right side 
24 Hold and Clap hands 
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SINCE 1984 
PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING 
SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
1. BASIC I TRAINING TAPE (1-23) 
2. BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE (24-49) 
3. MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE 
4. PLUS TRAINING TAPE 
5. SINGING CALL TAPE - MS & Plus 
ADVANCED SQ. DANCE TAPES 
6. A - 1 PART A 
7. A - 1 PART B 
8. A - DANCE TIPS 
9. A - 2 PART 1 
10. A - 2 PART 2 
ROUND DANCE TAPES 
11. WALTZ BASICS 
12. TWO-STEP BASICS - #1 
13. TWO-STEP BASICS - #2 
14. EASY LEVEL ROUNDS 
(12 TWO STEP, 6 WALTZ) 
15. PHASE III WALTZ/FOXTROT 
16. PHASE III CHA CHA/RHUMBA 
17. PHASE III TANGO/JIVE/TWO STEP 
18. PHASE IV WALTZ 
19. PHASE IV FOXTROT 
20. PHASE IV CHA CHA/RHUMBA 
21. PHASE IV JIVE/WEST COAST SWING 
22. PHASE IV PASO DOBLE/QUICKSTEP 
DANCE BY DEFINITION 
23. DBD PLUS 
LEARN BY VIDEO 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
P.O. BOX 215734 - SACRAMENTO, CA 95821 
(916) 929-6606 OR TOLL FREE 1-800-874-4643 
EMAIL: lgoldstar@netscape.net 
WEB://members.xoom.com/GOLDSTARVP/ 
VHS TAPES - $29.95 	PAL TAPES - $39.95 
HOW TO ORDER: SEND A CHECK, CALL US, EMAIL US U.S. FUNDS ONLY 
WE ACCEPT VISA - MASTERCARD - AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER 
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS: 7.75% SALES TAX SHIPPING AND HANDLING: 
EACH TAPE: $3.95 - U.S. $5.00 - CANADA $12.00 - OUTSIDE U.S. 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
TWIST: DOWN, DOWN, 
UP, UP 
25 Swivel BOTH heels to the left side 
and bend knees 
26 Swivel BOTH heels to the right side 
bending knees 
27 Swivel BOTH heels to the left side 
and start standing up 
28 Swivel BOTH heels to the right side 
and finish standing up 
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STEP, HOLD, 
1/4 TURN, HOLD 
29 Step forward with RIGHT foot, lean 
right shoulder forward 
30 Hold 
31 Pivot 1/4 turn left on ball of LEFT 




Ghee lip" 4 'lope, 
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by Greg Maconi 
Wrentham, Massachusetts 
Once upon a time, in Happyville, 
USA, a young caller who had been dis-
couraged by the small number of stu-
dents making it through square dance 
lessons decided to try something a little 
different. He made up some flyers, got 
the use of a room at the library and 
bought an ad in the local newspaper 
that read 
"Community Dancing Classes, 
Wednesday nights at 7:00pm 
at the library. All welcome. 
Cost - $X.00 per person." 
On the first night, only five people 
showed up. One of the men laughed and 
said, "Hey! You messed up your ad. The 
price says X dollars. How much is it 
supposed to be?" The caller smiled at 
him and told him that the ad was no 
mistake - he meant to say $X.00. "You 
just pay me what you think the lessons 
are worth." The fellow looked at him a 
little funny, but figured he'd give it a try. 
That night the caller, with himself 
completing the third couple, taught the 
class some of the basics of western line 
dancing, round dancing, and some ba-
sic square dancing moves. They danced 
until 9:30, and had a good time. At the 
end, the caller asked them to come back 
next week, and to bring some friends. 
The five people left promising to do so. 
The next week, there were nine 
people at class. He brought the new 
people up to speed using the class folks 
from the prior week as his angels. 
Then he taught a Virginia Reel, Cot- 
ton-eye Joe, and some more square 
dancing moves. They wrapped the 
night up with a rousing hoe-down and 
capped it with an old style square 
dance, "Barnacle Bill the Sailor." As 
they left, he asked them to bring some 
more people next week. 
Week 3 - 15 people. He'd bought 
refreshments and door prizes. They 
learned more line dances and did a qua-
drille. The hit of the night was learn-
ing a Grand Square and dancing it in a 
singing call. They also danced the 
Texas Star (traditional) and when the 
caller used the record God Bless the 
USA for a singing, people were misty 
eyed. On the way out - please spread 
the word... 
Week 4 - 21 people. The caller called 
2 couple patter, introduced a few basic 
steps of round dancing, more square 
dancing and everyone was thrilled. For 
the first time, he heard someone saying 
that square dancing wasn't at all like it 
had been back in grammar school - it 
was fun! One of his original five (the fel-
low who told him about the mistake in 
his ad) was heard boasting that for the 
first time, he was able to dance without 
messing it up, and was enjoying it! 
It grew, and people enjoyed it. They 
felt good about themselves. Some of the 
dancers dressed in slacks or jeans, oth-
ers wore skirts. There were no dress 
rules. They paid what they wanted 
(which, in the long run, probably 
brought him more money than he would 
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have asked), and told their friends how 
much fun the dancing was. 
Some club square dancers heard 
about his success, and asked if they 
could come give a demonstration on 
square dancing. He put them off, tell-
ing them that he needed more time to 
get the group established before bring-
ing in demos. They kept asking, and 
started hinting that he was trying to 
keep all these dancers for himself, and 
if that was the way he was going to be, 
then maybe they shouldn't hire him for 
their clubs. Being a caller, he wanted 
to call - so he relented, and told them 
what night to come. 
That night, practically all of the com-
munity dancers were there. They started 
their night in the normal way - lines, 
contras, traditional squares, patter (at 
this point they were dancing about thirty 
moves). The club square dancers were 
in shock - he wasn't teaching them the 
right stuff or the right way! 
At the break, the club members 
danced their demo. Track II, Load the 
Boat, Spin Chain and Exchange the 
Gears - the community dancers were 
in awe of all the steps being done. Af-
ter the demo, the club and community 
dancers got to talking. The club danc-
ers explained that if the community 
dancers wanted to become REAL 
square dancers, they needed to come 
. to the club for lessons, because they 
wouldn't learn much here. The com-
munity dancers said, "But we are real 
square dancers. We do square dances." 
The club dancers replied that the club 
danced at the Plus level, but the danc-
ing here wasn't even Mainstream. 
At the end of the night when people 
left, they weren't smiling like they used 
to. The final tip wasn't any fun. They'd 
been told that what they were doing 
wasn't good enough. It wasn't at a high 
enough level. Most didn't come back. 
A few went to the classes, but they 
didn't last. One lady wasn't allowed to 
come because she didn't have a partner. 
For the others, the classes weren't that 
much fun. They always had to learn two 
or three figures, even if they weren't in 
a learning mood - at the community 
dances, the caller had set the speed to 
match that night's crowd. Also, if you 
missed a night at class, you got behind. 
At the other place, you could always 
catch up even if you were away for two 
or three weeks. Also, they were told how 
they had to dress for the REAL square 
dances. But worst, the joy was just gone. 
The feeling of pride in being able to do a 
number of different dances in a night 
was replaced with the embarrassment 
of being the cause of broken down 
squares. They didn't belong here. They 
no longer liked square dancing, and told 
people that it wasn't any fun. And the 
class shrank and was stopped because 
there were too few students. The class 
was costing the club too much money. 
And the young caller got to call some 
Plus dances in the Happyville area The 
crowds got smaller in time, and some of 
the clubs folded. And he didn't enjoy it 
as much as he used to. But he would do 
fun nights, and he enjoyed these. The 
people all looked so happy, and would 
beam as they learned a line dance or two, 
and a few square dance moves, and a Vh,-
&Ida Reel, and Cotton-eye Joe..... 
Adolescence is that time in a boy's life 
when he notices that a girl notices that he is noticing her. 






We can't help but wonder whatever 
happened to all the little black 
notebooks the callers used to carry 
around in their hip pockets. This of 
course was back in the days before 
there were magazines 
containing calls and 




little black books 
were our "brains", 
our guarded reper-
toire of calls. 
Not everyone 
was writing calls in 
those day and those 
of us who called 
would 	chase 
around trying to 
find what relics 
some of the other 
callers had come k 
across. It was not 
unusual to overhear 
callers bartering, "I'll trade you my 
version of 'Grapevine Twist' for the 
way you call 'Arkansas Traveler!"' 
Then there were the real "Hot 
Rudders" of those days. You could tell 
that they were something special by 
the way the other callers would show 
up at their dances, notebook handy. No 
sooner would a tip end then half a 
dozen or so would chase over to the 
side lines to jot down the calls in their 
own brand of shorthand. Of course in 
the rush oftentimes calls would get 
garbled a bit but that never seemed to 
matter too much and many new 
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GRENN, INC. 
New ROUND DANCE Release: 
GR 17252 SLOW BOAT TO CHINA P-2 two-step 
by Hank & Jetty Walstra 
Seasonal SgUARE DANCES: 
GR 12236 MACNAMARA'S BAND by Joe Uebelacher 
GR 12239 BACK TO DONEGAL by Vern Smith 
P.O. BOX 216 BATH, OH 44210 
4 
We were never very clever at 
remembering some 
classy little break _I ' 
or figure until the .ArTew 
end of the tip and 
as a consequence 
got quite handy 
at jotting down a 
few notes while 
the dance was in 
(4, 
"qd4.-tr-r-H.04- 
paper from one 	/4(3- 
hand to another in tsAcT,171-tv $7::;:fr  arti.";?:., 4  
the process of do- IT 	-"4" 
ing a Right and Left - ` ti - 
Grand, but somehow 
we managed. We wouldn't b 
surprised if we don't deserve some 
credit for inventing "Weave the Ring." 
But back to the little black 
notebook. We still have several of 
ours and it's often fun to look through 
the pages of the calls we once used. A 
good percentage of the dances were 
figures not in use today—old friends 
full swing. To say 
the least it was a 
little difficult to 
take down some 
choice bit of pat-
ter while switch-
ing the pencil and 
• FRi. 
e a bit 
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that served us well in the past. 
Over the years we have become 
owners of a number of call books, 
some moderately current, a few going 
back a good many years. Here are two 
which could tell us quite a bit about 
square dancing and callers of the past. 
The first of the collections came to 
us some time ago from a family in 
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Nebraska. The contents were evidently 
scribbled by a caller using a small well-
worn pocket calendar, the type banks 
might hand out 
to their cus-
tomers at the 
start of a year. 
We assume 
from the date 
on the pages 
that the calls 
and the caller 
who collected 
them go back 




the years, one 
can still read 
the abbreviated 
calls. Starting 
with January 11 
(left page on 
page 64) is the 
old "Waltz Qua-
drille" and then there are a number of 
one-line patter call titles. The second 
double page (January/February - on 
page 65) has more reminder lines of 
such calls as "Forward six", "Star 
promenade", "Three in the kitchen and 
five in the hall," etc. 
Our particular nameless caller, who-
ever he was, having a repertoire of at 
least the 33 calls listed in his notebook, 
would have been considered a fairly 
active caller, and, in all probability, 
managed to keep relatively busy. 
The second of the two notebooks 
appears as though it might have 
belonged to a caller or prompter located 
somewhere in 
one of the New 
England states. 
The dances, care-
fully written in 
the flowing long 
hand of the early 
or mid 1800's fea-
ture contras or 
longways figures 
and cotillions 







The titles alone 
stir the imagina-
tion: Who was the 
caller and what 
did he sound like 
as he called? 
Books such as these are vanishing 
reminders of times and places in our 
country's history and help to form the 
background of square dancing. It could 
be that you or your family might have 
one or more of these old relics lying 
about the house - don't let them 
disappear! Old manuscripts and publi-
cations covering the hobby may be 
needed to fill out a collection in an 
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2000 - 2001 
26 Mar DELMARVA 
	
12 May Andover, NJ• 
Heart Dance 22 July Ocean Pines, MD 
1 	April Fredericksburg, VA 
	
10 Feb'01 Nashua, NH• 
*denotes ASD/NSDD Subscription Dance 
To book a dance in your area, contact: 
W. Nick Cline 
15256 Flintlock Terrace 
Woodbridge, VA 22191-3830 
703-730-2339 • Fax: 703-590-9617 
e-mail:sdcaller@erols.com  
AFTER PARTY FUN 
Living Tic Tac Toe 
How many times during your 
lifetime have you sat down with 
someone, drawn 
two pairs of inter-
secting lines on a 
piece of paper, and 
played Tic Tac Toe 
with x's and o's? 
Here's a switch 
to this old favorite 
that makes it quite 
possible to play as 
a party stunt at 
your club. 
Place 	nine 
chairs in three 
rows of three. Then 
select two teams of 
four individuals on 
each team and 
have them line up 
on either side of the chairs. Explain 
how the game works. 
The first person on Team A will sit 
down in any chair he or she chooses. 
Then the first person on Team B will sit 
down in a chair. Next, back to the 
second person on Team A, and so back 
to the second person on Team B, and so 
on. Each team will 
try to complete a 
straight line either 
horizontally, verti-
cally or diagonally 
with three of its 
players. At the 
same time they 
must try to keep 




players to move 
into their chairs 
rapidly. 	This 
makes the action 
more fun for the 
onlookers and also 
is somewhat of a guarantee that 
someone will "goof" fairly early in the 
game. And most important - no 
coaching from the audience. 
The higher you climb in this world, 
the more difficult it is to hang on and keep from falling. 
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ON THE RECORD 
onovzsms 
RALPH & JOAN COLLIPI 
122 Millville Street, Salem NH 03079 (603) 898-4604 
RVCollipi@aol.com  
members.aol.cotn/Rvcollipi/index.htm 
Take a AiM4. at what is just released... 
Honest Amigo 
Phase III+1(Alemana)-Rumba-Chantilly 
1011 Artist: the Heartland Band - N & D 
Baldwin. Nice music and a basic Rumba 
that includes new yorker in 4. 
Driving Two Step 
Phase 11+1 (Whaletail) - 2 Step - MCA 
S7-72011 Artist: Tracy Byrd - D 
Sanders. Snappy 2 step, includes 
basketball turn and whaletail. 
Que Sera Waltz V 
Phase V+2 (big top & Spin & Twist) -
Waltz - Roper 273-B - J & J DeChenne. 
Waltz geared to the advanced level. 
Routine includes a royal spin. Nicely done. 
Diggin' Up Bones 98 
Phase II - 2 step - WB 7-21951 Artist: 
Randy Travis - G & L DeFore. Country 
Western, choreographer suggests you 
speed for comfortable dancing. At the 
end you give your partner a hug. 
Dream Tango 
Phase VI- Tango - CEM 38002 or Grenn 
14128 - R & B Bond. We would 
categorize this as a soft Phase VI 
tango. Choreography includes 
serpiente, drop oversway, twist turns, 
and a Leg Crawl.. be very careful. 
It Had To Be Foxtrot 
Phase VI -Foxtrot - Special Pressing -J 
& D Broadwater. Lovely music and a 
challenging foxtrot, geared to the 
advanced dancer. 
Walking After Midnight 
Phase 111+2 (Alemana & Aida) + 
Double Peek-A-Boo. Chase - Cha Cha -
Liberty 56973 Artist: Garth Brooks - N 
& D Baldwin. Nice easy Cha Cha, to 
good music. Fits the music to a "T". 
You & I Four 
Phase IV +2 (Full Nat. Top & Open Hip 
Twist) - Rumba - Roper 224-B - E & C 
Raybuck. This is a well-written dance 
to a very nice piece of music. Figures 
flow very well, a very enjoyable dance. 
Stood Up 
Phase II + l(Rock the boat) - 2 Step -
Coll. 6127 Artist: Ricky Nelson - M 
Seurer. Slow this one down. Part C has 
vine, wrap and unwrap sequence. Good 
music and a very easy Phase III 2 step. 
Happy Time Rag 
Phase 11- 2 Step-Grenn 14099 - D & A 
Reiner. Catchy music with charleston 
steps included in choreography. 
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"Square Dancers serving Square Dancers" 
We welcome mail orders and ship worldwide. 
Call for a free copy of our extensive catalog! 
407 Main St. 	 1-800-627-0412 
Laurel, MD 20707-4115 	e-mail: calycocrossing@calyco.com  
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Visit our Web site for monthly specials : www.calyco.com  
I've Got My Love to Keep Me Warm 
Phase 11+2 (Fishtail & Whaletail) + 
unph. Twisty L Turning Box - 2 Step - 
Co113-33292 Artist: Les Brown and His 
Orchestra - L & A Dunn. Wonderful 
music to an easy 2 step, only gimic is 
the twisty L turning box. Other than 
that, put it in your record box. 
Billy Bill Jive 
Phase V - Jive - Mercury 422-862-526-7 
-Artist Twister Alley - M & C Molitoris. 
Good jive encompasses several of the 
standard figures and also includes a 
catapult...ending is a sit ripple, let it 
all hang out. 
He Loves Me All The Way 
Phase //+1(Fishtail) - 2 Step -
Chaparral 605 Artist: The Roadrun-
ners - N & D Baldwin. Easy 2 step can be 
danced on cues. 
Hot Java 
Phase II - 2 Step (Not Listed on Cue 
Sheet) - Collectible 4586 or RCA 47-
8280 or RCA 447-0712 Artist: Al Hirt -
I & B Easterday. Good music to an 
interesting 2 step. 
We'll Sing In The Sunshine 
Phase III +2 - Jive & Slow 2 Step and 1 
Bolero Figure - Col. 4708-A Artist: Gale 
Garnett - D & L Dodge. Intro and parts B 
& D are Slow 2 Step, Parts A & C are Jive. 
Interesting choreography in this dance. 
Lonesome Waltz Il 
Phase II - Waltz - Belco 292A - R Pefley. 
Basic Waltz - no surprises, can be used 
at the basic level. 
Lifestyle Foxtrot 
Phase V+1 (Throwaway Oversway) -
Foxtrot - Roper 307A La Dolce Vita - A & 
J Kennedy. Choreographer suggests 
speed at 42-43 rpm's. Straight forward 
Phase N/V Foxtrot figures, no surprises. 
The Angels Cried 
Phase 11+1 (Hover) - Waltz - Arista 
12611-7 Artist: Alan Jackson - D Sanders. 
Push this speed up to 48 and you have a 
very nice waltz. 
Rumba In the Rain 
Phase IV - Rumba - Roper 264 
Yesterday I Heard The Rain - Rumba -
E & L Cousins. Excellent music and a 
very nicely written Rumba. Ending is 
half Basic to Wrap. Kiss if you like. 
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e1 	"Zek...4.r 
BOX 8004 33°0 6-1140.,, AVE 
	4.eet Wee  ot49,03 FC.6 oe 
Phone 913-262-424C 
(800) 989-DOTS (3687) 	Custom Fashions 
Boy From New York City 
Phase III - 2 Step/Jive - Atlantic 13230 
Artist: The Manhattan Transfer -N & D 
Baldwin. Nice to see this music utilized 
at Phase III. Part C is Jive, the rest is 
basic 2 Step figures. 
Ya Lo Mambo 
Phase IV - Mambo - Hoctor H679 Ya Lo 
Pagaras - H &J Scheerer. This routine has 
some options in it, scallop and hockey 
stick for woman. It also has a patty cake 
tap included in the choreography. 
I Remember 
Phase 11+1- ( Fishtail) - 2 Step - TNT 
153 Artist: Scott Kudwig - N & D 
Baldwin. Pure Vanilla, nice flowing 
easy 2 step. 
Somewhere Out There 
Phase VI - Special Pressing- Foxtrot -
D Waldal & E Bushue. Beautiful music 
and the choreography is very well 
done. A dance that will wet your 
appetite at the advanced level. 
Little Bit Of Country 
Phase II - 2 Step - TNT 174 - Artist: 
New England Express - N & D Baldwin. 
A vue and cue routine, with a wrap and 
unwrap and charleston sequence. 
Bubbles 
Phase II -Waltz- Chap. 604 Artist: The 
Roadrunners - N & D Baldwin. Basic 
waltz which has twinkles and canters. 
Ending dip back and kiss. 
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Moon River 
Phase - Waltz - Roper 272 - B Paull. 
Amalgamations are very smooth flow-
ing in this waltz. Chair and slip, cross 
hovers, slow side lock, chair and slip. 
This is a goody. 
Rainbow Waltz 
Phase V+1 - Roper 137-A - B & J 
Haworth. Slow this one down to 40 
rpm's and you have a very enjoyable 
waltz. Routine has double reverse spin 
and lady develop. Dances quite nicely. 
Down At Papa Joe's 
Phase 11+1 - 2 Step - Col. 3381 Artist: 
The Dixiebelles - R & M Morrison. This 
dance makes you smile while you are 
dancing it...very cute. Charleston se-
quences and travelling box and doors. 
I'M Pumpin' Iron 
Phase V+1(Folling Off The Arm) - Jive/ 
Foxtrot - Special Pressing - H & E 
Dufrene. Good choreography on this 
good music. Rolling off the arm. 
chicken walks, and Part D has basic 
foxtrot figures in routine. 
Rumba Sorrento 
Phase VI- Rumba - STAR-120 - F & K 
Migliorini. Excellent music and an 
interesting rumba. Advanced sliding 
door, rope spin, cuddles, reverse top, 
highline. Ending is sit line with arm 
sweep, left lunge line. 
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CALLERLAB HONORS BOOK. 
H. A. "Decko" Deck 
Milestone, 1989 
Born in Oklahoma, -Decko" retired 
from the Air Force as a Lt. Col. in 1962. 
He started calling in 1950, and 
together with his wife Lou, organized 
his first square dance club. The Decks 
created the first leadership organiza-
tion in the Washington, DC area and 
fostered dance activities in the 
Virginia and Maryland suburbs. 
In 1954 "Decko" was transferred to 
Ottawa, Canada where he introduced 
western style square and round 
dancing and trained local leaders in 
the techniques of western style calling 
and modern cueing. He organized the 
Callers Club of Ottawa and was an 
influence in the development of square 
and round dancing in the Ottawa area. 
In the 1950s "Decko" traveled the 
eastern seaboard, calling and con-
ducting home club caller training 
programs. While stationed in Detroit, 
he conducted caller training classes 
and organized the Detroit Callers 
Club. Returning to Washington, DC in 
1960, he became president of the 
leaders association he had helped to 
organize earlier. During the 1960s 
and '70s, the Decks organized and 
operated the Washington Fall Cotil-
lion, a three-day festival, developed 
to bring the local callers and cuers in 
front of the dancing public on an 
equal basis with the featured calling 
and cueing staff. 
Starting in 1964, the Decks have 
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3rd ANNUAL TENNESSEE 
HARMONY HOEDOWN 




Steve Kopman 	Larry Letson 
Georgia 
	
Tennessee 	 Texas 
Rounds by 
Bob & Beverly Casteel 
October 13 - 14, 2000 
Plus & Advance • 2 Full Time Halls 
Dance at the Tulip Street Square Dance Center 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
Wood Floors • Great Sound • Air Conditioned 
$22.50 per person Includes: ALL Dance Sessions & After Party 
• Special Hotel Rates Available at Days Inn • 
7:30 - 8:00 Early Rounds 10:00 .12:00 Plus + A2 (2 Halls) 
8:00 - 8:15 All Cakes 1:00. 2:00 RD Workshop 
8:15 -10:15 Plus + A2 (2 Halls) 2:00 . 4:00 Plus + A2 (2 Halls) 
10:15 -10:30 AN Callers 7:30 - 8:00 Early Rounds 
10:30 .11:00 Alter Party 8:00 - 	8:15 All Caters 
8:15 •10:15 Plus r A2 (2 Halls) 
10:15 -10:30 Al Callers Plus 
Make check payable to: Tennessee Harmony Hoedown, 1021 Bridgestone Place. Knoxville, TN 37919 
For info call Steve & Debbie at 1865) 691-1580 or e-mail s.kopman@juno.com  
Square Dance Attire Requested at ALL Sessions - Limited Space . . . Sign Up Today!!! 
Dance Schedule 
Friday 	 Saturday Directions: 
From Well: 1-40 East to IT Street Ear, 	thru 1.  
light and make neat right onto Blackstock Make 1'1E41 
(Hrte.$) Square Dance Center sat the end (31 the block.  
From East Take 1-40 West to 1r Street Earl Bear nght, 
go under the underpass and at the light turn left Go 1/4 
01 a mile and turn right onto Blackstock Make 	lett 
(Hines). Square Dance Center is at the end 01 the Nock. 
conducted square dance tours to 
England, Europe, Scandinavia, the 
South Pacific, Hawaii, and Mexico, 
working with the callers and leaders in 
those areas. 
In 1986, "Decko" organized the 
Virginia State Callers Association and 
became its first chairman. During his 
tenure he assisted in founding the 
annual Virginia State Convention 
where an all-volunteer staff of local 
callers and cuers gain wide exposure 
to the dancing public. 
In 1985 "Decko" became an accred-
ited CALLERLAB Caller-Coach. Over  
the years he has served as chairman o 
the CALLERLAB Mainstream Quar 
terly Selections Committee and chair 
man of the Caller-Coach Committee 
He received CALLERLAB's Outstand 
ing Service Award for his federal leve 
lobbying effort on behalf of Canadian 
callers working in the U.S. 
"Decko" was awarded lifetime 
membership in his local leaders 
organization, received plaques in 
appreciation for "The many years of 
dedicated service", and for his work as 
organizing chairman of his state 
leaders association. f6t 
Sign outside an antique shop: "You think it's junk? Come in and price it!" 
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by John & Ruth Keltz 
County Fair time brings back 
memories of being an active 4-H 
member. The local 4-H Club needed 
another boy at least 14 years old to go 
to District 4-H Days if they won the 
County 4-H Days square dance contest. 
They talked me into helping them. 
That was the beginning of a Square 
Dancers Delight. 
There have been big 
changes in the 53 years I 
have enjoyed square 
dancing. In 1946 a dancer 
did not have to have 
weeks of lessons. He just 
got in a square and 
watched what the num-
ber 1 couple did. By the 
time it was his turn to 
lead the action, he usu-
ally knew the pattern and 
just got in there and danced. 
There was a lot of repetition in a tip. 
Swinging your partner was a very 
important part of the dance. The caller 
used the swing to get dancers to finish 
at the same time the music finished. 
The two main types of swing steps were 
the walking pivot and the 'buzz' step. 
The pivot was commonly used with 
partners walkingto the music around a 
common pivot point. The 
buzz step was done by 
putting right feet of the 
dancers close together. 
While the right foot did 
a shuffle around the 
pivot point, the left foot 
pushed off with bigger 
steps. It could be 
likened to riding a 
scooter without any time 
to coast. We boys liked the 
buzz step since we could swing 
the girls fast enough to make them 
hang on when they got dizzy. 
Carbinal 11 
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HOT CARDINAL RELEASES 
CAR-46 RIBBON OF HIGHWAY - Harold 
CAR-45 I'LL TAKE TEXAS - Mary 
CAR-44 BLOWING IN THE WIND - Jerry 
CAR-43 LONESOME HOEDOWN - Hoedown 
Cardinal Records, Box 7-11, Macks Creek, MO 65786 
573-363-5432 	e-mail: audiotft@dam.net 
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John & Ruth Keltz are members of 
the Santa Fe Promenaders Square 
Dance Club of Sublette, KS. John is 
also the club caller. John has been 
calling for well over 11 years and 
began new dancer lessons with the 
Sublette club in 1988. They have been 
ardent supporters and very active 
participants of the Oklahoma Pan-
handle Square Dance District, en-
compassing a five state area: CO, NM, 
KS, OK and TX. One of John's lifelong 
goals is to dance in all of the 50 states 
in the U.S. He's currently made 30 
states and has plans for another half 
dozen this fall. John & Ruth may be 
contacted via mail: P.O. Box 201, 
Plains, KS; voice: (316) 563-9308 or 
email: ojrkeltz@rahab.net 
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Usually every sequence of calls 
ended with a `do si do'. The do si do I 
learned in 1946 was usually done by 
four dancers and resembled the 
'DoPaso' we do now. 
No lessons were necessary as long 
as the dancer knew right from left. The 
inexperienced dancer was placed in # 4 
position. The active couple (# 1) would 
lead to the right and dance the figure 
with couple # 2 while the new dancer 
watched. The figures used, do not 
always relate to what we do today. The 
old 'dip and dive' is similar to today's 
dive through, but 'Chase that rabbit, 
chase that squirrel' doesn't tell us what 
action to take today. 
Calls were usually rhyming. Often 
the caller also danced and called just 
for his set. Other sets did the call one of 
their dancer-caller used. Occasionally 
we dance 'Red hot', 'Ice Cold', 'Rip and 
Snort' and 'Swat the Flea' all com- 
monly used in 1946. 
Where there were a few persons left 
that wanted to dance, often the caller 
would dance with nine in the square 
and call the Nine Pin'. 	A call 
guaranteed to make at least one 
person in the square dizzy was called 
'Swing Right Along'. The # 1 man 
would swing, in sequence, his partner, 
the # 2 lady, his partner, the # 3 lady, 
his partner, the # 4 lady, and his 
partner before circling, doing an 
allemande left and promenading home. 
The same action would repeat with the 
# 1 lady and each individual from the 
following couples. 
In a lot of ways it was faster dancing 
then ours of today, but much simpler. 
The biggest disadvantage is that while 
the visiting couple sequence is being 
called, the other two couples were just 
standing and watching. I think part of 
the evolution of today's dancing was 
when some enlightened caller 
called, 'Couples 1 and 3 lead to 
right, circle four with all your 
might', etc. 
As memory serves me, the only 
calls in today's list that were used 
in 1946 were: allemande left, right 
and left grand, circle right and left, 
go forward and back, arm turns, 
swing, promenade, star prom-
enade, make a star, pass through, 
ladies chain, right and left through. 
Most of these are taught in the first 
session of lessons today. 'Roll 
Away' was introduced in 1950. In 
the 1950's usage of these calls 
began: bend the line, square 
through, California twirl, double 
pass through, and eight-chain 
through. In the '60s most of the 
Mainstream program began. 
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THREE R's 
Recently Released Records 
Now Available 
Information supplied by 
Hanhurst's Tape & Record Service 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
USA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398 
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or 603-876-4001 
Foreign: 1-603-876-3636 
E-mail: Supreme@SupremeAudio.com 
Internet Home Page: www.SupremeAudio.com 
Red Wing / 0 Come All Ye Faithful 	BMV 19 
I Was Born to Love You, Jiri Slaby ABC 11 
In a Letter to You. Dan Nordbye 	 HH 5238 
L.B.I./Anes 19 	 GMP 504 
Do Wacka Do, Tim Marrincr 	 RYL 1005 
Rasputin, Ondrej Soukup 	 ABC 12 
Lonesome Road Blues (33 1/3 rpm)/ 
Bucking Mule (33 I/ 3) 	 BMV 26 
Richest Man in the World, Tom Roper 	4-B 6145 
Mr Sandman, Mac McCullar 	 BM 202 
Pioneer Hoedown/Fiddle Dust PIO 1002 
Ain't Love a Good Thing. Elmer Sheffield ESP 1044 
Country/Cypress 	 CRC 130 
Blue Bayou, Bob Shiver 	 GMP 929 
Mr McGoo/So Glad 	 MR 5019 
Hotel California. Jack O'Leary 	 S2K 2002 
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Mililli 
Let Conventions, Festivals and Clubs 
know you travel and 
that you are available to call or cue. 
If you don't tell 'em, they won't know. 
Contact ASD for our low monthly rate. 
Ad will include photo and how to reach you. 
Use of live music was more 
common years ago. 	Most 
callers say there is difficulty of 
caller and band getting on the 
same wave length. Hem lines 
have gone up and down several 
time as well as numbers and 
sizes of petticoats. 
Ask anyone who was a dancer 
before the 50's and you will hear 
terms you do not recognize today. 
But square dancing provides a 
tremendous exercise toward fit-
ness, a means of sharpening our 
minds and reactions, and a great 
common ground for building last-
ing friendships. 
BTW, 'Swat the Flea' is a left-
handed 'Box the Gnat'. 
NOTE: This article origi-
nally appeared in the Fall issue 
of the PANHANDLE DANCER, 
quarterly publication of the 
Oklahoma Panhandle Square 
Dance District. III 
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POINT OF ORDER 0A 
by H. Orb Hoadley 
The discussion of costumes in ASD 
got me to wondering if maybe people's 
preferences in clothing might have a lot 
to do with the values they expect to gain 
from square dancing. We see that dif-
ferent folks like different kinds of 
square dancing, and I believe that the 
main reason square dancing is in such 
sad shape in most parts of the country 
is that most dancers and most callers 
don't recognize this, and think that the 
kind of dancing that they know and like 
is the only kind there is. 
In my opinion, the reason for the 
horrible dropout rate in new dancers 
is because most of them don't like the 
only kind of square dancing they have 
been taught and encountered in their 
area. And the cure for the problem is 
to make different kinds available and 
known to the new dancers, The process 
might even be used to salvage a signifi-
cant number of recent dropouts. 
All of which leads to the question of 
how many kinds of square dancing or 
square dancers might we identify. So 
far, my thinking has led to four types, 
as follows: 
• Novice: Teachers should teach 
new dancers to dance, rather than walk 
around while the music is playing, keep 
their formations neat and compact, and 
use the proper handholds and number 
of steps for each call. Teach and call 
for good square dancing, defined as 
smooth and rhythmic movement, 
coordinated in time with the beat and  
the phrasing of the music; and in space 
with seven other people. Call 
vocabulary to be similar to Mainstream 
but with some old-time calls revived 
(Swat the Flea, Curlicue, Daisy Chain, 
Grand Sashay, Substitute, e.g.) and 
some recent additions dropped 
(Recycle, Zoom, Fan the Top, e.g.). 
Teaching order to be based on a 
progression of formations, rather than 
calls: 1. Ring formations - 2. Goalpost 
figures - 3. Lines and columns (A 
column defined as any 2x4 
arrangement in which all dancers are 
facing along the long dimension of the 
array) - 4. Ocean waves and Two-faced 
lines. Enough calls should be taught at 
each stage to give the dancers an 
interesting variety of dance patterns 
before going on to the next stage, but 
not necessarily all possible calls. 
Dancers should be made aware of 
the availability (or lack) of dancing of 
other types than the one(s) they know. 
Minimum costume requirements for 
novices should be long-sleeved shirts 
for the men, full skirts for the ladies so 
they can learn skirt styling, and for 
both, soft-soled footwear with a good 
amount of slip on the dance floor. (had 
a cousin who used to say, "Horses 
sweat, men perspire, and ladies glow!) 
• Social: In this type the reason for 
people to come to a dance is for 
sociability, and the dance is a shared 
activity that gives them a reason to 
come together. Two clubs in my home 
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CALLERLAB UPDATES MARCH 2000 
Mainstream Qtly. NONE 
Plus Qtly. NONE 
Advanced Qtly. Interlocked Diamonds 
Basic Emph. Call: Ferris Wheel 
Mainstream Emph. Call: Slide Thru 
Plus Emph. Call: Chase Right 
area that are still fairly successful are 
both singles clubs (couples are 
welcome). Most of the participants have 
a very casual attitude towards dancing 
skills and their ability to find their way 
through many of the calls or unfamiliar 
sequences of calls. Clothing is a matter 
of personal choice. 
Some of the social dancers might be 
identified as Whoopers and Hollerers, 
to whom, according to Don Armstrong, 
Fun means Hilarity. 
• Progressive: Here the main objec-
tive for the dancers is to learn to find 
their way from one formation to the 
next through an ever-increasing num-
ber of calls. Variety of calls replaces the 
variety of ways that a limited number 
of basic calls can be put together to 
make interesting dance patterns, and 
becomes the criterion by which a "good 
dancer" is judged. Dancers goingdown 
this path would probably tend to be 
rather casual in their choice of dance 
costumes, and regard smooth and 
rhythmic dancing as of distinctly sec-
ondary importance. 
• Traditional: In this type, smooth 
and rhythmic dancing is not of sec-
ondary importance, but distinctly pri-
mary They subscribe whole-heartedly 
to Lloyd Shaw's injunction to "become 
more experienced with rhythm with 
each step you take. This silent seek-
ing for perfect rhythm will keep you 
dancing all your life, and still seek-
ing the truths that lie beyond it. But 
ignore the rhythm, make it purely sec-
ondary, seek for the outward forms of 
style only, and you will soon tire of the 
game and quit it forever." Isn't this 
what's happening to Square Dancing 
today?!! These dancers will most 
likely wear square dance attire 
proudly, as a sign of the pleasure they 
find in rhythmic and smooth dancing, 
and because putting on the special 
clothes makes them feel like going to 
a good dance. 
Do you believe that there should be 
a place in square dancing for anyone 
who is willing to spend their time and 
money on it, and what values do you 
find in it? alb 
REMEMBER... 
To send in your infonnaiton on time for publication 1/41, 
Deadline for the May 2000 issue is: March 7 
Advertising forms and rate information available upon request. 
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Baltimore & Ohio Museum 
CJONVEN ElizrzirmN 
49th National 
Square Dance Convention 
Baltimore, Maryland 	June 21-24, 2000 
DANCE THE 
As you plan to 
book passage to the 
491b National Square Dance Convention 
for Baltimore 2000, begin to start dream-
ing that the ship you will board is a state-
of-the-art facility that will utilize 1.125 
million square feet for your endless 
dancing pleasure. 
On the first level, dancers will find 
the mainstream and plus halls where 
there will be dancing from 10am to 
10pm. During the evening the Main-
stream hall will be jumping with live 
music featuring the Ghost Riders. As 
you continue on this level, there will be 
a Plus hall with rounds, as well as a 
great program for Solos and Advanced 
NIGHT (AND DAY!) AWAY 
square dancers. Be sure to always 
carry your daily planning card because 
our Education Committee will have 
some surprises for you at the Showcase 
of Ideas and Clinics, and we don't want 
our shipmates to miss any opportuni-
ties. While all first floor halls are fin-
ished concrete (like most convention 
centers), all other halls on the 
2nd and 3rd levels, will have 
wood floors that are screwed 
down and patterned so seams 
are not adjacent. (This method 
of flooring was carefully evalu-
ated at the WASCA Spring Fes-
tival in Reston, Virginia, and 
passed with flying colors.) 
For more dreaming and plan- 
ning, on the second level of the 
ship our Advanced and Chal- 
lenge Halls will be in readiness 
for your dancing pleasure. The 
Program Committee is excited 
about the Contra prompters on this 
level that are planning a varied pro-
gram that is very relaxing for a change 
of pace. Dancers, our committee con-
tinues planning as we peak at the Clog-
ging Program on this level. The in-
structors are planning to feature con-
temporary Clogging and step styles in 
one hall, and traditional Clogging in 
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Bultimory Strerixur 
the other hall. This year Clog-
ging is introducing a new type 
of program to certify its in-
structors. Because teaching at 
a convention is a requirement 
we hope to attract many more 
instructors to the 49th National 
Square Dance Convention. 
Can you believe it! There is 
one more program developing 
on this level. It is none other 
than our vim, vigorous Youth 
Committee. You know they 
are "Frog Friendly" and al-
ways ready to try something 
new. The youth hall will open at noon! 
As our ship sails along, we make 
our way to the third level. (Remem-
ber we have escalators to each level. 
and rest areas as well!) As we ap-
proach we will find three large ball-
rooms, each devoted to its own level 
of Round Dancing. The Showcase of 
Rounds will begin each day at 10am. 
During this time there will be no other 
round dancing in progress so that 
round dancers can devote their full at- 
tention to the exciting new dances 
that will be taught at the Convention. 
Round dancing continues with 
teaches and dance time until 10pm. 
Of course, veteran Convention-goers 
know that the fun does not end at 10 -
the after parties are great! 
We hope our voyage will give you a 
trip you will always remember, filled 
with variety and excitement by the Pro-
gram Committee for the 49'h National 
Square Dance Convention. 
WANT TO SPREAD THE WORD? 
Advertise your dance 
weekends and festivals in 
What's Ahead! 
$18 for 7 lines. 
Additional lines at $2 each 
If you purchase a display ad, your weekend date will also be 
listed in "What's Ahead" at no additional charge. 
Contact ASP for more details at (401) 647-965.5 or 800-333-6236. 
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Dance Week at Buffalo Gap Camp 
July 8 - 15 
The Country Dance and Song 
Society is pleased to announce the 
dates for next summer's Dance Week 
at Buffalo Gap Camp in Capon Bridge, 
West Virginia. 
For additional information, contact 
Steve Howe at 413-268-7426 ext 3; or 
camp@cdss.org. For the latest news 
see our WEB page - www.cdss.org  
Catalogs will be available March 1. 
This summer's Program Director is 
dance caller and organizer, singer, and 
morris dancer Alisa Dodson. Alisa had 
been an active member of the Bay Area 
Country Dance Society in 
San Francisco since 
1980. She is a found-
ing member of 
Mayfield Mor-
ris and Sword, 




She has recently completed two 
years of organizing programming for 
BACDS's English week at Mendocino 
Camp. Alisa is a past member of the 
Governing Board of the Country Dance 
pOILNWOIOXIMLANWOLmX110101010 
National Square Dance 	0 
DIRECTORY 
p Information & contacts for thousands of 
0 clubs in the U.S., Canada and around the 
0 world. Great for traveling & planning 
vacations. 
$9.95 (plus $4.00 postage & handling) 
Lire Subscription - $50.00 
PO Box 880, Brandon MS 39043 
(800) 542-4010 
10WWIMINIMN. 
and Song Society. Alisa has hired an 
experienced and entertaining staff for 
the week, including: 
Cis Hinkle (American contras, 
squares and callingworkshops) Helene 
Cornelius (English country) Kari Smith 
(English clog, Northwest morris, 
longsword) Doug Olsen (singing) Musi-
cians: Jonathan Jensen, David Weisler, 
Daron Douglas, Earl Gaddis, Paul Eric 
Smith, Allen Dodson. 
Dance Week at Buffalo Gap is 
known for its friendly, all inclusive 
atmosphere. Everyone is made wel-
come. The camp is located in 
the beautiful hills of West 
Virginia; has a wonder-
ful outdoor dance pa-
vilion set on an 
open hillside, a 
swimming pond 
(with slide!) and 
sauna, and great food. 
Under Alisa's knowledgeable artis-
tic direction, and with her effervescent 
and engaging personality, you won't 
want to miss what promises to be a 
rewardingweek, full of revelry and play. 
The Country Dance and Song 
Society, established in 1915 to promote 
English and Anglo-American music, 
song and dance, has been running 
summer programs in beautiful outdoor 
settings since 1933. CDSS runs other 
dance and music weeks at Pinewoods 
Camp, Plymouth, MA and Ogontz 
Camp, Lyman, NH. Each of our weeks 
has a unique focus, offering a different 
mix of daily dance, instrument and 
band classes, singing, leadership train-
ing, and special workshops. And there 
is always plenty of time to swim, canoe 
and relax with new friends and old. 
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Free 
Complimentary Magazines 
Introduce all your square and round dance friends to 
American SquareDance Magazine 
Send your name, address, phone & number of copies needed 
at least 45 days prior to date needed. 
American SquareDance Magazine, 
PO Box 777, N Scituate, RI 02857-0777 
46th Colorado State Square Dance Festival 
Millennium Magic - June 9 & 10 
Dreaming of a Colorado summer 
vacation? Come help us to make the 
46th Colorado State Festival one of the 
best ever. It's time to get your 
registration in. There will be a full 
weekend of dancing featuring Mike 
Sikorsky, Rod & Susan Anderson and 
many of our local callers and cuers. At 
the University of Northern Colorado, in 
Greeley, the Student Center and the 
Student Recreation Center will provide 
beautiful facilities. But, it's you the 
dancers from near and far that will 
make our festival a special experience 
and a memory to cherish. 
Dancingbegins at 2pm on Friday with 
a special Welcome Dance, and continues 
until 10:30pm. Saturday's dancing begins 
at 9am ending at 10:30pm. There will be 
opening ceremonies Friday eveningand a 
grand march Saturday evening. You'll 
also find an after party Saturday night, a 
good selection of vendors selling dancing 
items, a fashion show, sewing clinic, 
workshops, special displays, and a grand 
pasta buffet for Saturday dinner. Square 
dancing includes Mainstream through 
Advanced, and rounds with Phases II to V. 
A special Mainstream all singing call 
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dance will be held on Saturday morning. 
A Youth Room with special activities will 
be included. 
Motels, restaurants and businesses 
are ready to serve our needs, all within a 
few blocks to a few miles of the 
University. RV parking will be available 
on campus with no hook-ups. For further 
information and registrations forms, 
contact us by writing Tom & Sue Nelson, 
526 371" Avenue Ct, Greeley CO 80634, or 
via email at smnelsl@uswest.com, or 
calling 970-352-6850. 
"Come Fly With Us Into the New 
Millennium!" 
Plan Now For Your 
2000 Caller Collegegl 
11  1, 	
$300 for 1  
• 6 issues 
Its not to late 
Mail today to ASD. PO Box 777, 
N Scituate, RI 02857 
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Bob & Lorrie Morrison 
2515 Selman Drive 
Duluth GA 30096-4350 
770-476-8445 or e-mail: 
bolomorrison(kjuno.com  
Now calling full time 
la W. Nick Cline 
15256 Flintlock Terrace 
Woodbridge VA 22191 
703-730-2339 Fax 703-590-9617 
e-mail: sdcaller@erols.com  
Authorized caller for ASD 
eA&&sp-ewsp &llRI-CUP 
Contact these trave ling callers for your 
Club Dance - Festival - or Convention 
Bill Barr - 50 New St 
West Haven CT 06516 
203-934-2653voice/fax 
203-932-3987 anytime 
"Railroad Bill" is calling 
almost anywhere. 
Ed Kremers 
1596 Puerto Vallarta Dr 
San Jose CA 95120 
408-997-7272 
Diamond Records Artist 
Demo Tape Available 
39th Michigan Square & Round 
Dance Convention 
August 18-19 
A lovely setting at the Amway 
Grand Convention Center and Hotel, all 
we need is "you" to make this year's 
convention a success. There is plenty 
of parking and many restaurants to 
choose from, both inside the hotel and 
outside, within walking distance. Lloyd 
and Linda Catey, the General Chair-
men, and your convention staff, are 
ready to make this year's convention a 
memorable one. A great slate of callers 
& cuers await you. 
Please get your registrations in early 
so we can count you in the numbers to 
make this years convention a truly special 
one. If you have an hour to volunteer to 
work for the ednvention or can participate 
in the Fashion Show, please check the box 
on the registration form. 
The dancing begins at 12:00 noon on 
Friday, August 18 and continues until  
11:00pm. Saturday's dancing begins at 
10:00am and ends at 11:00pm. You will 
find after parties both nights, a good 
selection of exhibitors selling their 
dancing items, a Fashion Show, a Sewing 
Seminar, and a special program Satur-
day, featuring exhibition groups, fol-
lowed by the Grand March. All levels of 
dancing from Mainstream through Chal-
lenge, as well as Rounds, Phase II-V, and 
a Youth Room will be in the program. 
For further information and regis-
tration forms, you may contact us by 
writing Gary & Beth Arnold, 12790 M-
66, Bellevue MI 49021, or barnold@ net-
link.net, or 616-758-3115. 
Do you have Convention or 
Festival News. Send it to: 
ASD, PO Box 777, N. Scituate, RI 
02857; Fax 401-647-3227. 
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HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN TO RENEW 
YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TO 
AMERICAN SOUAREDANCE? 
PLEASE CHECK YOUR LABEL! 
Remembering 
Gerard A Miclette 
Gerard A Miclette, the legendary 
Slim Coxx, 84, of North Coventry, 
beloved husband, father, grandfather, 
great-grandfather and entertainer died 
Wednesday, October 13, 1999, at 
Hartford Hospital. He was the son of 
George and Elizer Miclette, born in 
Granby, Quebec, and lived in Coventry 
for the past 49 years. He owned and 
operated the oldest driving school in 
Connecticut, the Manchester Driving 
Academy, and was a communicant of 
St. Mary's Church, Coventry. One of his 
greatest pleasures in life was playing 
his fiddle and performing. He 
entertained at Lake Compounce for 
over 37 years without missing one 
Sunday. He also played at the WWVA 
Wheeling, WV, Jamboree and the 
Grand Old Opry, as well as many other 
New England appearances. He was a 
member for 52 years of the American 
Federation of Musicians, Local 400 in 
Hartford, CT. Slim was a disc jockey at 
WJKO of East Longmeadow, MA, for 
four years and broadcast a WTIC 
Radio Show coast to coast from the late 
1940's through the early 1950's. He  
appeared on the Arthur Godfrey Show 
and played with the "Downhomers" for 
over four years. He was predeceased 
by a son, Gerard Miclette, Jr. Along 
with many beloved friends and relatives 
he leaves his wife of 62 years, Florence 
Collins Miclette. 
Roger Knox 
The square dance world has 
lost another one of it's square 
dance leaders. 
Roger Knox of Ithica, NY passed 
away in November. He and Marjorie 
square danced, round danced, contra 
danced and folk danced for many 
years. They were active not only in 
their local area, but throughout the 
country. They were well known for 
their leadership in the movement and 
were very active members of the Lloyd 
Shaw Foundation. 
Roger was responsible for the 
editing and compiling of all of Ralph 
Pages materials, including a digest of 
all of the back issues of Ralph's famous 
"Northern Junket Magazines". 
His robust laughter and keen sense 
of humor will be sorely missed. 
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The Square Dance 
Then and Now 
This article represents our views as 
square dancers. We started in 1946. 
This was a time of growth for the 
square dance population and clubs 
flourished in the United States. What 
helped make it popular and easy to 
learn was the result of the efforts of 
Bob Osgood and "Pappy" Lloyd Shaw 
who started the standardization of all 
calls in 1935 so that square dancers 
could dance to the same calls at any 
location. The club we belonged to in the 
1970's still has on its banner "We 
Dance For Fun" and has remained 
Mainstream. Thirty-five years later it 
is still going strong and is continuously 
being reinforced by the addition of new 
dancers. Starting around 1975, the 
gradual introduction of higher levels of 
calls eventually added up to ten (10) in 
all, and started the separation of 
dancers from each other. 
The awareness that the imposition 
of higher square dance levels was 
causing a significant drop in the square 
dance population was reflected in the 
opinions expressed at educational 
panels and symposiums at national 
square dance conventions since 1980 
at which we participated nine times as 
moderators or panelists. The club 
officers and members attending were 
even then expressing their dissatisfac-
tion with too much to learn in too short 
a time and too many levels after 
graduation into Mainstream. The push 
toward higher levels resulted in 
dissatisfaction by many dancers to 
becoming "Perpetual Students." 
When there was just one category of 
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the square dance, there were between 
ten and twenty-five squares in atten-
dance at dances. The size of the 
attendance was then based on the skill 
and charisma of the caller, the density of 
the population in the area of the club's 
location, and the convenience of a good 
location of the club. At that time period 
in the area where we danced, most clubs 
danced twice each month. This plan 
encouraged dancers to visit or raid 
other clubs and to dance more 
frequently to other callers. It also made 
allowance for the fact that there were 
other social activities that the square 
dancers might like to participate in. 
Today, club membership has dwindled 
and attendance has fallen in many areas 
to three or four squares per dance. With 
that small attendance, clubs scheduling 
a dance once every week have consider-
able difficulty in meeting expenses, 
particularly the increasing cost of 
renting a hall. One suggested solution is 
to have club dances twice each month, 
possibly alternatingwith another nearby 
club. One example of the consistent drop 
in members, is our regional association 
which had a membership of 630 
members in 1982, 498 in 1988 and in 1998 
we had 218 members. During the past 
twenty years, dancers expressed their 
dissatisfaction in being "perpetual stu-
dents" and voted with their feet and 
walked out. 
In 1990 a new generation of callers 
gave recognition to the fact that it was 
the callers who developed the system of 
"programs" and that, because of its 
damaging effect, it was logical that it 
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should be up to the callers to now 
abandon that system and return to some 
form of the original plan which had 
produced the greatest growth. These 
callers proposed a program which is 
essentially a return to that original 
concept and to call it simply the square 
dance. This would reduce the field to just 
three programs which would be Square 
Dance, Advanced and Challenge. 
It took twenty years to reduce the 
square dance population to the lower 
membership that it is today. It may take 
five years or more to turn it around and 
start filling our square dance halls 
again. It is time now to move from talk to 
decision and action. In Florida, 24% of 
all clubs are Mainstream and 48% are 
Plus and higher. Gradual acceptance of 
a "Square Dance" category by the 
Mainstream and Plus clubs would bring 
an increase to 72% of all clubs that 
could accept new graduates. There 
must be a broader base of clubs that 
new graduates can graduate into and 
that will keep them. 
Accepting & strengthening the first 
category of "Square Dance" should merit 
the support of all Advanced and Challenge 
dancers, for if there is no change 
forthcoming, the square dance population 
will continue to decline, there will be fewer 
new dancers to feed into these clubs and 
conceivably, they will be the first to 
disappear from the scene. Dancers and 
callers need to work together and 
concentrate more on being caretakers of 
the square dance activity and less on 
elevation of dancers to the higher levels. 
The gradual decline in the square 
dancer population during the past 
twenty-five years is not due entirely to 
the imposition of the additional "Lev-
els." There has been growing competi-
tion by other social activities such as 
bowling, tennis and golf. 	Better 
promotion and packaging will be 
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needed to bring the awareness and 
pleasures of the square dance to the 
attention of the non dancers. 
To summarize, we propose the 
following changes to stop further 
decline of the square dance population 
by returning to the original objective 
and that is to promote and develop 
square dance clubs based on fun and 
fellowship (not proficiency). 
(1) Eliminate-all-square-dance "Levels"; 
(2) Apply the following three catego-
ries of the square dance, with 
classes for each category. 
(a) Square Dance 
(b) Advanced 
(c) Challenge 
Much of the information and views 
contained in this article were learned 
from interested dancers and callers 
and also from articles in square dance 
publications. This is not and should 
not be assumed as an adversary 
situation, pitting dancer against caller 
or vice versa, but rather a "grass roots" 
movement by all of us (dancers & 
callers) working together as family, to 
revamp the procedures and guidelines 
to prevent further loss of dancers and 
callers when clubs have folded. All of 
the above recommended changes will 
take understanding, time and much 
cooperation to gain acceptance. We 
have all talked about the decline in the 
square dance population for several 
years. It is now time to do something 
about it. The dancers are paying all of 
the costs in our activity. It is time for all 
of us to make our wishes known to our 
club and association officers and 
callers and caller-run clubs. It is 
essential that all of us work together to 
assure that there will be acceptance of 
the "Square Dance" concept in our 
particular areas in the near future. 
Frank & Nan Habersberger 
Hobe Sound, Florida 
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ITEMS for DANCERS, CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS & CLOGGERS 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING 	 $4.99 
ADVANCED WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK $10.99 
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped).... $5.99 
APPALACHIAN S/D FOR CLOGGERS 	$10.99 
ASD BINDERS (2 pack) 	  $10.50" 
ASD PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams) 	  $1.99 
BURELSON'S S/D ENCYCLOPEDIA May 2000 
BURLESON'S UPDATE - 1996 & 1997 	 $10.00" 
BURLESON'S UPDATE - 1992 - 1997  $15.00" 
CALLER/CUER CONTRACTS (20 PK) 	 $8.50" 
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (399 page text)  $14.99 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS 	 $6.99 
CLIP ART (Sketches, paste-up)  $6.99 
CLIP ART 2 (All different) 	  $7.99 
CLIP ART 3 (All different)  $7.99 
CLIP ART I on 3.5 HD disks 175 images 	 $15.99 
CLIP ART 2 on 3.5 HD disks 200 images  $20.99 
CLIP ART 3 on 3.5 HD disks 200 images 	 $20.99 
pc-compatible, images are pcx format, b&w and 
supplied in a self-extracting file for Windows. 
CLOGGING (Basic book) 	  $4.99 
DIAGRAMED GUIDE TO BETTER S/D 	 $7.99 
EASY SING-A-LONG (Adaptations) 	 $3.99 
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (cartoons)  $4.99 
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS 	$2.99 
MODERN CONTRA DANCING 	  $3.99 
MUSIC & TIMING 	  $10.99 
PARTY LINE (After party ideas) 	  $6.99 
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP  $4.99 
SET-UP AND GET-OUT (Modules) 	  $6.99 
SETS IN ORDER 
INDOCTRINATION HANDBOOK 	 $.75 
BASIC/MAINSTREAM HANDBOOK $1.50 
PLUS MOVEMENTS 	  $1.00 
SHOW AND SELL S/D (Better promotion) 	 $8.99 
SOLO DANCES (Single, line routines) 	 $7.99 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP RD BASICS 
by Frank Lehner! 	  $10.00 
SURPRISE GET-OUT by Wayne Morvent 	 $15.00 
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (Family)  $3.99 
WHEEL & DEALING (Handicapped) 	 $5.99 
WINDMILL SYSTEM (Image style)  $5.99 
WORTH OF A SALESMAN (Showmanship) $10.99 




$.30 EACH .... 100 - $27.00 
RI residents add 7% sales tax 
Shipping & Handling* 
$0.01 - 	$5.00 	 $3.50 
	
$5.01 - $10.00  $4.50 
$10.01 - $20.00 	 $5.50 
$20.01 - $40.00  $6.50 
$41.01 - $60.00 	 $8.50 
$61.01 - $100.00  $12.00 
Foreign orders shipped Air Mail. 
Additional charges will be added 
for AIR MAIL service. 
2' Day UPS shipping available. 
* Large book orders may encounter 
additional shipping charge. We will 
notify you before shipping. 
** Includes shipping and handling 
Our Return Policy. 
If the item is defective, we will replace it 
Due to the proliferation of copying 
devices, we do not issue refunds 
Prices subject to change. 
Minimum charge card 
order is $10.00. 
I MC 




   
    
    
American SquareDance Products 
order from: AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE 
PO BOX 777, N. SCITUATE, RI 02857-0777 
Phone: 401-647-9688 - 800-333-6236 
fax: 401-647-3227 
Office hours: M-F 9:00am to 4:00pm EST 
asdmagOloa.com www.dosido.com 
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WHAT'S AHEAD  
Not for profit Association/Federation festivals or 
conventions or benefit dances may be listed free of 
charge in What's Ahead. 
Included will be the event date, name, location, con-
tact address, phone number, e-mail. The name of the 
not for profit Association/Federation must be 
printed on the flyer to receive the free listing. 
NATIONAL CONVENTIONS 
U.S.A. 
Jun 21-24, 00 Baltimore, MD (49th) 
Jun 27-30, 01 Anaheim, CA (50'h) 
Jun 26-29, 02 St. Paul, MN (511 
CANADA 
Jul 20-22, 00 Vancouver, British Columbia 
Jul 18-20, 02 Saint John, New Brunswick 
AUSTRALIA 
Apr 20-24. 00 Geelong, Victoria 
Sep 8-10, 00 Perth, Western Australia 
Jun 7-11, 01 Tamworth, New South Wales 
NEW ZEALAND 
Jun 2-4, 00 	Wellington 
MARCH 
3-4 TEXAS - Annual Conclave, Ft Bend 
County Fairgrounds, Rosenberg. Gene 
& Clydette Osteen, 1015 S Oak St, 
LaMarque TX 77568. 409-938-4643; 
clydegene@aol.com  
16-18 WASHINGTON, DC - Spring 
Swing S&RD Festival. Paul & Loretta 
Pogorzelski; 703-241-0380; 
WASCACLUBS@aol.com  
17-18 TENNESSEE Riverside Motor 
Lodge in Gatlinburg. Kevin Lowe, Bill 
Fox, Verlin Ford and Ralph Fulkerson. 
Rounds - Bev & Bob Casteel, Lines -
Jo Owen. Registration Jubilee c/o 
Ralph Fulkerson, 326 Hairetown 
Road, Jonesborough, TN; 423-753-
6667, Cost $12.50 per dancer in 
advanced - At the door $14.00 per 
dancer. 
17-19 CALIFORNIA - Bakersfield 
Fiesta, Bakersfield. 661-399-3658; 
MAhlemeyer@aol.com  
17-19 HAWAII - St. Patrick's Day 
Wearin"0 The Green, Elk's Lodge, 
Hilo. Deed Reimer, PO Box 366, 
Kurtistown, HI 96760; 808-966-9807; 
deedreim@ilhawaii.net 
17-19 TEXAS - TASSD Round-up, 
Waco Convention Center, 100 Wash-
ington Ave, Waco. Robert Powers, 
RT 11 Box 161-0, Lubbock TX 79407; 
806-785-8900; waltzinbobl@juno.com  
31-4/1 CALIFORNIA - Redding Jam-
boree, Redding Convention Center, 
Redding. Gus & Colleen Gustafson, PO 
Box 5, Artosi CA 95913; 530-865-4611; 
colleengus@sunset.net 
31-4/1 IOWA - Iowa State S&RD Con-
vention, Dubuque. Bill & Barb Zubler, 
1920 Carter Rd, Dubuque, IA 52001; 
319-588-4060. 
31-4/1 MISSOURI - Festival of Dreams 
- S&R Dance Jamboree, Belle-Calir 
Exposition Hall, Belleville, IL. Greater 
St. Louis Folk and SD Federation, Les 
& Jan Wagner, 10407 Roscommon Dr, 
St Louis MO 3123; 314-843-9363 
APRIL 
2 CALIFORNIA Beneift Dance for 
Diabetes, Ahameim. Joyce Goodman, 
949-661-6345 
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7-9 SAN DIEGO - California State 
S&RD Convention, San Diego. Keith & 
Linda Spears, 760-510-9547; 
pages.prodigy.net/pherndon/2000.htm;  
square@squaredance.org  
20-24 AUSTRALIA - Australian Na-
tional Square Dance Convention, 
Geelong, Victoria. Janice Alexander, 
PO Box 229, Nunawading, Victoria 
3131, Australia; 
www.lexicon.net/platypus/41nat.htm  
28-29 NEW HAMPSHIRE - New En-
gland S&RD Convention, Center of 
New Hampshire, Manchester. Art & 
Marge Dugas; 603-623-8566 
28-29 NORTH DAKOTA - ND S&RD 
Convention, Washington Elementary 
School, Fargo. Bev & Jim Stone, 16660 
County Road 10, Barney ND 58008; 
701-274-8274 
28-30 HAWAII - Maui No-Ka-Oi Festi-
val, Wailuku Community Center, 
Wailuku, Maui. Steve Strong, 334 
Kamano Place, Lahaina HI 96761; 
808-661-0414 
29 NEW YORK - 2000 Clinton Festi-
val, Clinton Central School, Clinton. 
Red Bates, M Callahan, E Foote, D 
Schweitzer, E Midlin, C Worlock. Paul 
& Barbara Credle, 10687 French Rd, 
Remsen NY 13438; 315-831-3464 
MAY 
5-6 OHIO - Ohio Dance Convention, 
Columbus. Larry & Becky Roush; PO 
Box 15097, Columbus OH 43215; 
740-986-2301 
5-7 NEVADA - Silver State S&RD 
Festival, Reno. Info: 775-673-2557. 
Registration: Shelly Carrick, PO Box 
7413, Reno NV 89510; 775-673-2547; 
sherOsoftcom.net 
5-7 NEW YORK - Dancing at the 
Shade - SD Weekend, Greenville NY. 
Gerry & Chuck Hardy calling, Maureen 
Wall cueing. MS & Plus program - two 
halls plus much, much more. Details -
800-584-3453 or cdhardy@aol.com  
12-12 CALIFORNIA - Spring Jambo-
ree, Lodi Grape Festival Grounds, 
Lodi. Joe & Sharon Boyajian; 
209-887-2868; BOYRCH19@aol.com  
18-20 VIRGINIA - VASARDA State 
Convention, Williamsburg. John & 
Shirley Shepherd, 4709 Little John Rd, 
Virginia Beach VA 23455; 
757-499-0782 
19-21 KENTUCKY - Kentuckiana SD 
Festival, Kentucky Fair & Expo Center, 
Louisville. Bob & Doris Stone, 902 E 
Maple St, Jeffersonville IN 47130 
812-283-6397 
26-28 FLORIDA - Florida State S&RD 
Convention, Lakeland. Charlie & Val 
Newsome, Registration Chairman, 
12368 Brady Rd, Jacksonville FL 
32223-2529 
JUNE 
2-4 NEW ZEALAND - National S&RD 
Convention, Wellington. Winton Page, 
Registrar, PO Box 10-711 The Terrace, 
Wellington, New Zealand; Phone 64-4-
563-7004; 
fax 64-4-565-1972; instone@xtra.co.nz; 
www.squaredance2000.wellington.net.nz  
9-10 COLORADO - Annual Colorado 
State SD Festival, Greeley. Tom & Sue 
Nelson, 526 37^ Avenue Ct, Greeley 
CO 80634; 970-352-6850; 
smnels@uswest.com  
9-10 IDAHO - Idaho State S&RD 
Festival, West Minico Jr High School, 
Paul. Kinda Helms PO Box 303, 
Jerome ID 83338 
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9-11 MINNESOTA - Minnesota State 
S&RD Convention, Convention Center, 
St Cloud. Stan & Joyce Severance, 12," 
St, Windom MN 56101; 507-831-4417 
15-17 WISCONSIN - National Ad-
vanced & Challenge Convention, Four 
Points Sheraton Hotel, Milwaukee. Ed 
& Marilyn Foote, 140 McCandless Dr, 
Wesford PA 15090 
16-17 CALIFORNIA - Cup of Gold, 
Sonora Fairgrounds, Sonora. Adrienne 
& LeRoy Carter, PO Box 242, 
Groveland CA 95321; 209-962-4147 
16-17 WASHINGTON - Washington 
State SD Festival, Port Townsand. 
Howard & Dora Krutolow, Festival 
2000, PO Box 3715, Sequim WA 
98382; Phone 360-683-2711; 
mailtodhkrut@prodigy.net; 
www.squaredance-wa.org/state.htm  
21-24 MARYLAND - National SD 
Cony, Baltimore. Richard & Linda 
Peterson, 7226 Mandan Rd., 
Greenbelt MD 20770; 301-345-7450; 
fax: 301-345-9459, or Joe & Norva 
Pope, 15 Melville Rd, Pasadena MD 
21122; 410-360-6829; fax: 410-255-0620 
29-7/2 OREGON - Oregon 2000 Sum-
mer Festival, Pentleton. Dave & 
Jodene Hughes, 503-472-9173; 
dhughes@onlinemac.com  
JULY 
2-8 WYOMING - Lloyd Shaw 
Foundation's Rocky Mountain Dance 
Roundup, University of Wyoming, 
Laramie. Squares, Rounds,Contra, Folk, 
plus English, Scotish, Ballroom, Swing. 
Bob & Allynn Riggs, 7683 E Costilla 
Blvd, Englewood CO 80112-1211; 
303-741-6375; RLRiggs@aol.com  
7-9 CALIFORNIA - Annual San Diego 
Contra Dance W/E, University of San 
Diego, San Diego. Contra, Quadrille, 
English country, folk & round dancing, 
plus special events and after parties. 
Paul & Mary, PO Box 897, Running 
Springs CA 92382; 909-867-5366 
19-22 NORTH CAROLINA - Interna-
tional Round Dance Convention, Win-
ston Salem. Ralph & Joan Collipi, 122 
Millville St, Salem NH 03079. 
Club/Guest Caller-Cuer Contract Forms 
Available for Club Programmers, Callers and Cuers 
A packet of 20 3-part contract forms costs only $8.50. Make checks payable to: ASD 
CLIP OUT FORM BELOW AND MAIL WITH YOUR CHECK TO: 
ASD 
PO Box 777 N Scituate, RI 02857 	 Amount Enclosed: $ 
Please FORWARD 	PACKET(s) containing Contract forms ($8.50 per packet includes 
postage and handling) to: 
NAME: 	  
ADDRESS: 
STREET/PO BOX # 
CITYITOWN 	 STATE/ZIP CODE 
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MAKE YOUR CLUB PUBLICITY OUTSTANDING! 
Get ASD Art! 
Clip Art 1 	 Clip Art 2 	 Clip Art 3 
175 images on 3.5 HD 	200 images on 3.5 HD 	200 images on 3.5 HD 
$15.99 +S&H 	 $20.99 +S&H 	 $20.99 +S&H 
•All 3 sets contain different images in black and white 
Contact ASD at (401) 647-9688 or 800-333-6236 
or mail to ASD, PO Box 777, N Scituate, RI 02857 
Refer to ad on page 87 for ordering information. 
20-22 CANADA - Convention 2000 
Canadian Square & Round Dance 
Cony., Vancouver, British Columbia. PO 
Box 2440, Vancouver BC, Canada V6B 
3W7; conv2000@squaredance.bc.ca 
www.squaredance.bc.ca/conv2000.html  
20-22 GEORGIA - Handicapable 
Convention, Ramada Inn, 500 
Merrimac Trail, Williamsburg. Jim & 
Sherry Bush, PO Box 240, Calvary GA 
31729; 912-872-3155; fax 912-872-
3198;bushbaby@planttel.com  
21-23 WISCONSIN - Wisconsin S&RD 
Convention. Mike & Edie Tuesdale, 
REgistration, 222 W 14 Ave, Oshkosh 
WI 54901; 
wiconv2000@usxchange.net 
28-30 ILLIONOIS - Illinois S&RD 
Convention, Peoria. Peoria 
Conventnion & Visitors Bureau, 403 
NE Jefferson, Peoria IL 61603. 
AUGUST 
9-12 WYOMING - USAWest Square 
Dance Convention, Casper. Mel & 
Carol Ford, 93 Calypso, Casper WY 
82604; 307-266-1421; 
caromel@caspers.net 
11-12 PENNSYLVANIA - Pennsylvania 
S&RD Convetnion, State College, PA. 
Dave & Janet Baker, RR2 Box 587, 
Martinsburg PA 16622; 813-793-4443; 
jan8fxfire@alo.com  
17-19 TENNESSEE - Tennesssee 
S&RD Convention, Gatlinburg Con-
vention Center, Gatlinburg. Dance 
Data, 110 Wilson Ave, Clinton TN 
37716; dieever@juno.com  
18-19 MICHIGAN - Michigan S&RD 
Convention, Grand Rapids. Lori & Paul 
Way, 286 W Mount Hope Hwy, Grand 
Ledge MI 48837; 517-627-7667. 
24-26 GEORGIA - Jekyll Island Jam-
boree, Comfort Inn, Jekyll Island. Bob 
& Viaian Bennett, 2111 Hillcrest Dr, 
Valdosta GA 31601; 912-242-7321 
SEPTEMBER 
8 - 10 AUSTRALIA - International SD 
Festival Perth 2000, Challenge Sta-
dium, Stephenson Avenue, Mount 
Claremont, Perth, Australia. Info: Bob 
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RHYME 
TIME 
A caller named Zeke from Detroit 
Was never completley adroit 
When he called "bend the loin" 
"Plus a quarter you'll toin," 
"Go left," but he ment to say "roit." 
There was a green grad from Flagstaff 
Who gave fellow dancers a laugh 
Said the caller, "Track two-it" 
He couldn't quite do it 
And danced track one and a half. 
A caller with flu in Chepachet 
Made dancers want to give him the 
hatchet 
When he called "Spin chain thru" 
Through his Yak the germs flew 
Causing every last dancer to catch it. 
Stan Burdick  
SCHOOL DAZE 
Family fun for the wise 
teems with joy & exercise 
Unbelievers loose the chance 
when they say "they won't Square 
Dance!" 
The PhysEd teacher brought in a caller 
you should have heard those kids 
holler 
Partner ... Corner ... each greeted.... 
Most kids ... for the first time needed... 
A real pleasure to see smiles meet 
as each movement was complete 
Children interacting with good feeling 
because their team of eight was reeling 
Each boy and girl elated 
as they each participated. 
How many sports require complete.. 
four boys & four girls to meet? 
When we look for folks to dance 
we are missing a great chance.. 
Maybe it's time for us to holler 
and get more schools to bring in a 
caller? 
Bob Rollins 
Broken Arrow, OK 
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AMERICANff; 
SQUAREDANCE 
'The Internatinal Magazine of Square Dancing' 
I am a Caller ❑ Cuer n Dancer ri  Other 
111 New 	r7 Renewal 
USA CANADA FOREIGN 
24 issues (2 years) $40.00* 	-$50.00 	$66.00° 
12 issues (1 year) $22.50* $27.50 $35.50"' 
'Rhode Island add 7% sales tax 
.*Foreign subscription rate applies to most countries • price subject to change due to international postal rates. 
V* IP iitileght- 'ft POgifieitstst 
ACCOUNT # (from label) 	  
NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	  




CARD # 	  
   
EXPIRES: 	 MM 	YR MC 	VISA 	 
Your Signature: 	  
I was referred by a friend. Their subscription number is: 	  
Their name and address is : 	  
New subiaaiptions or renewals start with the next issue IF we receive this completed form to m before the 10th of the month 
(form void after 6/00) 
All subscriptions are non-transferable and non-refundable. We are not responsible for non-delivery. Post Office does 
not forward periodicals unless subscriber pays !mune: contact local Post Olfice for details. Price subject to change. 
Send to: ASD, PO BOX 777, N SCITUATE, RI 02857-0777 
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CLASSIFIr)S 
RECORD DEALERS 
PALOMINO RECORDS, INC. 
Over 500,000 records in stock 
Squares, Rounds, Clogging, and 
Country Western Current and Oldies 
Your 'One-Stop Shop' for all of your music needs 
1404 Weavers Run Rd, West Point, KY 40177 
Voice Orders: 800-328-38(X) 
Fax: 800-227-5420 
SUPREME AUDIO 
HANHURST'S TAPE SERVICE 
The Professional Source for Square and 
Round Dance Records & Equipment 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636 
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001 
E-mail: Supreme @SupremeAudio.com  
Website: www.SuprcmeAudio.com  
PERRY'S PLACE 
1155 Lexington Rd., PO Box 69 
Nicholasville, KY 40340-0069 
(606) 885-9440 
-orders- 
US 800-882-3262 Canadian 800-292-2623 
Intl. & Fax (606) 885-9235 
SILVER STAR RECORD & 
TAPE SERVICE 
10 Saint Moritz Road 
Winnipeg MB R2G 3.16, Canada 
Phone: (204) 668-2216 Fax: (204) 668-0140 
BADGES 
A to Z ENGRAVING CO. INC (847) 526-7396 
1150 Brown St., Wauconda, IL 60084 
Home of the Original ROVER Badge 
Custom Engraving from your Design, Fun 
Badges & Dangles Rhinestone Badges, Mini 
Purses (assorted colors), much more. 
Write for FREE Catalog - Since 1954 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join Today. 
PO Box 57 
Westfield, MA 01086 
Cost: $2.59 plus $.50 postage & handling. 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO. 
Phone: (614) 471-3735 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps 
From our Design or Yours 
Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Road, Columbus, OH 43219 
CUSTOM I.D. (800) 242-8430 
Quality Engraving & Imprinting 
Quick Delivery - Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Custom badges, dangles, fun badges, etc. 
Don & Loretta Hanhurst 
3506 E Venice Avenue, Venice. FL 34292 
WWW.CUSTOM-ID.COM 
NOTES FOR CALLERS 
JOHN'S NOTES 
John & Linda Saunders 
101 Cedar Dunes 
New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169 
904-428-1496; E-mail: johnnysa@aol.com  
Web Site: http://members@aol.com.johnnysa  
Basic through C with Added Attractions 
Monthly Service, Contact for Free Sample 
"For the Callers Who Care" 
WESTERN CONTRA 
"A Quarterly for Contra Club Callers" 
Hal & Diane Rice 
1919 W. Coronet, #227, Anaheim, CA 92801 
(714) 778-0848 
MIKF-SIDE MANAGEMENT 
Stan & Cathie Burdick 
PO Box 2678, Silver Bay, NY 12874 
(518) 543-8824 
Write for free sample.  
TAPE SERVICE 
SQUARE DANCE AND ROUND DANCE 
TAPE SERVICE 
Over 100 minutes on each tape every month 
Call or write for FREE Samples 
Service with the 'Personal Touch' 
Palomino Records Inc. 
1404 Weavers Run Rd., West Point, KY 
40177 Voice Orders: 800-328-3800 
Fax: 800-227-5420 
Vit So *V Steg• est fit 
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FREE! SAMPLE TAPE 
HANHURST'S TAPE & RECORD SERVICE 
MONTHLY TAPE - NOW 110 minutes of music! 
All New S/I) & R/13 Music 
The Continuing Choice of 1,950 Callers 
Serving Callers Since 1971 
A Perfect Gift for Your Caller 
P.O. Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603)876-3636 
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001 
LEARN TO YODEL teach tape for $15 U.S. 
funds. Yodeling Singing Calls tape $10 U.S. 
funds. Add $3 U.S. for S/H. 
Joe Uebelacker, 560 Maple Tree Cres. 
RR1 Fraserville, Ontario, Canada KOI IVO 
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED 
FOOTE. MS & Plus taught all-position to dancers 
who already know the calls from standard posi-
tion. A-I and A-2 taught with walk thru & practice 
of all calls. Teach tapes emphasize understanding 
of calls, are widely acclaimed as best on the 
market. Drill tapes. dance tapes & two-couple tape 
also available. Write for literature to: Ed Foote, 
140 McCandless Place, Wexford, PA 15090. 
BOOKS 
MULTI-CYCLE DANCE PROGRAM 
If your club is suffering from lack of new danc-
ers, this program might be the help it needs. 
Starting new dancers more than once-a-year can 
revitalize a failing club. The complete program is 
laid out in an easy-to-follow format. Each book is 
only $9.95 +$3.00 S/H. Order from: Milt Floyd, 
5 Wentworth Ct E, Minneapolis MN 55419.  
BURLESON'S SQUARE DANCE ENCY-
CLOPEDIA: 5090+ different calls and move-
ments; $35.95 includes shipping. 
Available MAY 1, 2000 
ASD BINDERS Protect 
your back issues of ASD. 
Holds a full year's issues 
of magazines. They open 
flat for quick and easy refer-
ence. 2 for $6.00 + $4.50 S/H 
(foreign postage higher). 
ASD, PO Box 777, North Scituate, RI 02857 
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POCKET DICTIONARIES OF 
SQUARE DANCE CALLS 
2 terrific books with exact CALLERLAB defini- 
tions for dancers and callers alike! Book I (Red), 
Mainstream $5 (incl. postage); Book 2 
(Green)Plus, Al & A2 $6 (incl. postage). Specify 
which book and send your check to: 
Supreme Audio, Inc, PO Box 50, 
Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
or contact your local square dance shop! 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BA-
SICS. 1998 New Revisd Edition. Round Dance 
Basics Book, $10 + postage. Now includes 10-
week dancer-proven course, dance positions, 
complete approved terminology, mixers. teaching 
hints, plus introduction into foxtrot, tango, cha cha 
and ballroom. Coordinates with the Grenn record 
teaching series. Order from Palomino Records, 
1404 Weaver Run Rd., West Point, KY 40177 
or call Tom at 1-800-328-3800. 
EASY LEVEL SOLO DANCES: The Bob 
Howell Collection. Here you'll find everything 
to get your toes tappin' and hips swinging-the 
music, concise directions for all levels, plus 
interesting history of each dance. Cost: $21.95 
per book. S/H $3.50 U.S. - $5.50 Canada. Order 
from Siddal & Ray Publications for Dance, 
1017 Williamsburg Drive, Charleston, IL 61920 
PLUS, ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIA-
GRAM BOOKS FROM ED FOOTE. 5 books 
available: Plus, Al & A2 (both in 1 book), Cl, 
C2. C-3A. Each book diagrams all calls for the 
indicated program from a variety of positions. 
also includes helpful hints for dancing the calls. 
Books are 8 1/2 x I I with spiral binding, laser 
printing provides clear sharp images. The most 
complete diagram books for Plus, Advanced & 
Challenge available today. Cost: $16.25 / book 
includes shpg. ($17.25 for C-3A). (Canada add 
$ .80). Order from Ed Foote, 140 McCandless 
Pl., Wexford, PA 15090, 
SQUARE DANCING FOR "KIDS" OF ALL 
AGES - Complete teach book with complete 
wording and definitions for each call with lots of 
choreography. Great for teachers - you don't need 
to be a caller. Big printing for easy reading/ 
calling. Absolutely complete wording everything 
including how to get them started in a circle and 
squares. Book I (Pre school thru grade 4) $25; 
Book II (Grade 4 thru Senior Citizen) $25; Both 
Books $45 U.S. Funds (Canadian funds for 
Canadian orders) Add $5 for postage. 
Joe Uebelacker, 560 Maple Tree Cres. 
RR1 Fraserville, Ontario, Canada KOl IVO 
95 
Now owners of all 'New England Caller' 
products. Caller Teacher manual, Caller Text, 
hlarristretun and Plus Student Handbooks, Diplo- 
mas, Calendars, Line Dance Books. 
Videos, and lots more. Call or write for a price list. 
PALOMINO RECORDS INC 
1404 Weavers Run Rd., West Point, KY 40177 
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800 
Fax: 1-800-227-5420 
RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
Continuing Dealer Management Program 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603)876-3636 
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001 
E-mail: Supreme@SupremeAudio.com  
Website: www.SupremeAudio.com  
PALOMINO RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
1404 Weavers Run Rd, 
West Point, KY 40177 
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800 
Fax: 800-227-5420 
S/D PRODUCTS 
NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT 
Turntables, Speakers, Speaker Stands, 
Microphones (standard and wireless). 
Your 'One-Stop Shop' for all of your music needs. 
Palomino Records, Inc. 
1404 Weavers Run Rd., West Point, KY 40177 
Voice Orders: 800-328-3800 
Fax: 800-227-5420 
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc. 
"The Professional Source For Dance Audio" 
Largest selection of professional calling and 
cueing equipment, records and publications 
available from one source! 
HILTON SOUND SYSTEMS 
YAK STACKS • 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636 
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001 
E-mail: supreme@SupremeAudio.com 
Website; www.SupremeAudio.com  
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
amplifiers • speakers • microphones 
wireless microphones • speaker stands 
1033 E Shary Circle, Concord, CA 94518 
Telephone: (925) 682-8390 
VIDEOS 
KENTUCKY DANCE FOUNDATION instruc-
tional video tape series. 
'BOB HOWELL LIVE' $19.95 +$3 SM. I I "quick 
teach-  dances for one night stands and recreational use. 
"KENTUCKY RUNNING SET' a traditional 
mountain-style dance. Includes video and 2 audio 
cassettes (Dances From Appalachian and audio of 
Stew Shacklette calling the dance.) $29.95 + $2 SM. 
"JERRY HELT'S DANCE PARTY", featuring 
material useful for one night stands for commu-
nity dance programs. Includes audio of Jerry 
calling the dances. $29.95 plus $3 S/H. 
"SCOTT MCKEE'S INTRODUCTION TO 
CLOGGING" makes clogging easy, even for the 
novice. $19.95 + $3 S/H 
"JERRY HELT'S COMMUNITY DANCE 
PARTY" features a 24 basic square dance program 
suitable for community dance programs. Includes 
audio of Jerry calling the dances. $29.95 + $3 Sal. 
Send check to: Kentucky Dance Foundation do 
Stew Shacklette 460 Long Needle Road, 
Brandenburg, KY 40108. Visa and MC accepted. 
Phone: 502-422-2421 or 800-446-1209 to order.  
CALLER INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEOS by ED 
FOOTE, CALLERLAB accredited Caller 
Coach. Two videos available: Creative Chore-
ography, Sight Calling. Each color video about 
90 mins long. Presentations organized and 
complete. $39.95-one tape, $59.95-both tapes. 
Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk Avenue, 
Alliance, OH 44601 
VIDEO POST-GRADUATE MULTI-POSI-
TION TEACH TAPES by ED FOOTE. Calls 
are taught from multiple positions for dancers 
who already know the calls from standard 
position. Numerous walk thrus of the more 
difficult calls at each CALLERLAB program, 
along with brief samples of dancing, and hints 
for successful dancing. Understanding of calls is 
emphasized. 3 video tapes available: Main-
stream, A-1, A-2, (no Plus tape), each tape about 
90 minutes long. Cost (includes shipping): 
Mainstream $34.95, A-1 $24; A-2 $24; subtract 
$5 for 2 or more videos. Order from Dale 
Garlock, 2107 Shunk Ave, Alliance OH 44601. 
NEW VIDEO RELEASES FROM THE 
KENTUCKY DANCE FOUNDATION. 
Bob Howell's "JOY OF DANCING" and Don 
Armstrong's 3-tape series "REEL TO REEL" 
and Stew Shacklette's "LINE DANCES FOR 
SENIORS" and "COUNTRY-WESTERN 
LINE DANCES FOR SQUARE DANCE 
CALLERS". All videos are $19.95 ea. + $3 S/H. 
Call (800) 446-1209 to order. MasterCard and 
Visa accepted. 









DANCE CENTER OF THE RIO GRANDE 
VALLEY. Built for dancers, floating floor 
desinged for Square Dancing. Many lessons, 
workshops and party dances weekly Novem-
ber - April. LAKEWOOD R.V. PARK, 4525 
Graham Rd., Harlingen, TX 78552. (210) 423-
1170. For reservations and information only 
(800) 459-4525. 
CALLING EQUIPMENT 
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc. 
"The Professional Source For Dance Audio" 
Largest selection of professional calling and 
cueing equipment, records and publications 
available from one source! 
HILTON SOUND SYSTEMS 
YAK STACKS 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455.0050 
Phone: 800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636 
Fax: 800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001 
E-mail: supreme@SupremeAudio.com  
Website: www.SupremeAudio.com  
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
Hilton 300 
Good working condition, completely gone over 
less than I year ago - 5800. 
George Bickis, 1010 18th N.W., Canton OH 44710. 
Phone 330-454-6020; fax 330-477-2731 
e-mail gbickis@juno.com; 
SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS. Full line of SD 
patterns and western. Featuring snaps, elastic and 
many other items. Send your name and addn....s along 
with $2 for a catalog. Aron's, 8974 
E. Huntington Drive, San Gabriel, CA 91775 
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE 
THEME COUNTED CROSS-STITCH 
PATTERNS. 3 square books, I round book, 5 
patterns each. $5 ea.+$1.50 pstg. per order. State 
patterns available upon request at $1.50 
ea.+$.50 pstg. per order. Dealers welcome. 
Ralph & Mary Ann Kornegay, 138 Mohican 
Trail, Wilmington, NC 28409, 
WANTED 
ROUND DANCE 
CUER - TEACHER 
In a picturesque southern Arizona retirement com-
munity near Tucson. Must be able to cue/teach Ba-
sics thru Phase IV. Club has 22 couples looking to 
expand. Facility is excellent, with hardwood floor, 
in community-funded social center. If you are con-
sidering retirement in sun belt with a gainful hobby 
in round dancing, call 520.625-7673 or write 
ROUN-DE-LAYS, 107 E 1.os Arcos, Green 
Valley AZ 85614 or e-mail companas4 juno.com  
or hegender 4..taol.com  
The Square Dance Authority for Dancers 








$1.50 ea. +S&H $1.00 ea. +S&H 
	
$.75 ea. +S&H 
See page 87 for ordering information. 
Quantity discounts available. 
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401-647-9688 - 800-333-6236 
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PALOMINO RECORDS, INC 
1404 Weavers Run Road 
West Point, KY 40177 
800-328-3800 
YOUR "ONE STOP" SHOP!!! 
palominorecords@att.net 
www.palominorecords.com  
Attention Caller. Cuers. and Dancers!  
We have "Graduation Diplomas" 
with a "gold" Class of 2000 seal! 
(Actual size - 8° X 11) 
$.30 each (plus shipping) 
Example shown is the square dance diploma, 
but we also have round dance diplomas. 
We also have the Graduation March 
(Pomp & Circumstance) available on 45 rpm record. 
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ATTENTION: CALLERS & CUERS 
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc. 
The Professional Source for 
Callers & Cuers 
Largest Selection of Professional 
Calling and Cueing equipment --
with continuing after-sale support! 
• Hanhurst's Tape Service 
• Quality Square & Round Dance 
Record Inventory 
• 27 Years of Dependable Service 
• YAK STACK & Hilton Sound 
Systems - Factory-Direct Prices! 
• Telex & Samson Wireless Mikes 
• All Orders Shipped Same Day 
• On-Line & E-Mail ordering 
• Unmatched Customer Service 
FREE CATALOG! 
1-800-445-7398 
Phone: 800-445-7398 or 603-876-3636 
Fax: 800-346-4867 or 603-876-4001 
Foreign Toll Free: AT&T USA Direct # + 800= 
E-mail: Supremed:SupremeAudio.com 
Website: www.SupremeAudio.com  
SUPREME AUDIO, INC. 
P.O. Box 50 
MarIllorough, NH 03455-0050 
STIMPES SPOT'S SProICS STARS 
(T441110. LATIST RELEASE ) 
Add 3 months to your 
subscription FREE! 
Get your friends 
to subscribe to ASD! all 
L 
 When they do, have 
them give us your account 
number or name and 
address when they place their, 
subscription. 
You get 3 months 
added FREE! 
It's that simple!! 
American Square Dance 
PO Box 777 
N Scituate, RI 02857 
401-647-9688 
800-333-6236 
asdmag@loa.com 
www.dosido.com 
